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• ur eridian? er .In 
Carol Winn 
Hilltop Staf~ Reporter 
Two men were arrested March 25 
in Hempstead, NY and charged with 
murdering 23-year-old Ludlow 
Desouza in Howard University's off-
campus Meridian Hill Hall dormitory 
: last November 14, according to D.C. 
: police who suspect the crime to be 
• drug-related. The dormitory is 
· located at 2601 16th St. NW. 
: According to a press release issued 
: by the district's police public infor-
: mation office, Donald J . Allen 19 
' . . 
: of 78 Prince Ave. in Freeport, NY, 
: and Joseph Williams, 20, of 350 
: Jerusalem Ave. in Hempstead, NY, 
A D.C. Medical Examiner's Office 
report ~ndicated that Desouza, of 
7505 Blair Rd. in Silver Spring, MD, 
died of ''multiple gun shot wound .1' 
.Currently there is only specula on 
among Merid_ian residents nd 
counselors about the actual oc ur-
rence and location of the crime. 
Rev. Nathaniel Thomas, Meri~ 
dian's head residence counselor said 
he was unaware of the crime until he 
heard televiSion news reports, after 
which he met with students residing 
in the dormitory to discuss the alleg-
ed incident and to allay their fears. 
other infomiation I could aive would 
be strictly hearsay .... We were shock.: 
ed at the ne~s report,•• Thomas said. 
On March 26, Joe Johns of televi-
sion station WRC reported (based on 
information he said was confirmed 
by district police department sour~) 
that police made contact with so-
meone in Washington who said 
where and when the murder took 
place. John.s ri;pQned t!t!!. sometLme 
after that information w·as obtained 
police officers went into the alleged 
location of the crime (foom 766 of 
Meridian Hill Hall) with a search 
warrant where they ''disco,·ered 
blood stains,'' according to Jphns. 
He aJso reported that district police 










Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Dr. Alfred F. Hoyte, a professor 
in the School of Engineering, died of 
a stroke March 18 while on a visit in 
Guyana. 
· were arrested by Nassau County third 
squad detectives and charged 
with''murder two while armed ." 
''We were unaware of an investiga: 
tion of an alleged homicide which 
possibly took place in Meri-
dian ... (although) as of thi-\date We 
have ·no confirmation that such a 
tragedy occurred in Meridian Hill," 
Thomas said. 
meone who sold drugs to ' Jolln c ash1Hi1110p s1aff P11otoerapMr 
(Desouza).•• Rec:oostructlon of thr ''Dust Bowl'' continurs, with hopes of completion for gnduation 
Hoyte was a 61-year-old faculty 
member in the Department of Elec-
trical Engineering and joined the 
Howard staff in 1966. Prior to that 
he .\l!OTked as a research physicist for 
nine years at the Geological Survey 
at the Department of Interior. 
The two men are currently 
awaiting extradition from New York 
to D.C. and none have been confirm-
ed by university officials to be 
Howard students. 
According to Thomas, informa-
tion he obtained from a local televi-
sion station report indicated that ''the 
guy (Desouza) was a dope pusher and 
was beaten,'' and added that 
Desouza did not live in the dor-
mitory. ''If it did happen in Meridian 
some students were involved. (Any) 
Mean'Yhile, in an effort to enhance rtmoniH. 
safety, students of the residence hall r.::===-------~---.---------,.,-- --- 1 
have recently received ''An Open -Howard Stadium Pr OJ ect 
ter to the Residents of Meridi ill ' 
The release also stated that trash 
collectors found Desouza ''stuffed in 
trash bags'' behind a dumpster on '· 
143 W. St. NW. 
Hall'' issued by Dean for Resi ence di. 
Life William v. whic lists Nears May 10 Dea Ine 
several steps allerting st nts "of 
Hoyte's visit to Guyana was part 
of his effort to help improve the con-. 
ditions in the country, according t9 .-
t1h~ ii:nportance of s~urity awareness 
· Continued on Page 6 
'Community News '. Suspended. · \ · 
Students Fired From Newspaper 
Carol Winn paper . ''Next semester we might just til the Accr~iting Council on Educa-
Hill1op Staff Reporter have five issues,'' he added. , tion in Journalism and Mass Com-
Key staff members of the School He said that on several occasions munications (ACqJMC) came on 
of Communications' laboratory thrb ughout the year former staff Feb. 28 to evaluatl the department 
newspaper The ' Community News members were informed via memos which was recommended for 
were unexpectedly ''terminated'' thal ''they are l)Ot (performing) to accreditation. 
from their positions after a decision their full capacity. '' ; ''Very seldom would they say 
by the journalism department to tern- Former staff members were sur- anything to the staff'' except via 
porarily suspend it s publication prised by what they called an unan- rumors regardi~g enhancing the 
because of yearlong problems of nounced termination from the paper quality of the paper"s news content .•• 
quality editoriaJ content, according to which had only three more issues to Jones said that during and after the ' 
Dr. Lawrence Kpggwa , ~hairman of be published for this year. Former accreditors' visit the faculty would 
the department . ' Executive Editor Jacqueline Jones come and prodf articles. ''All of a 
In an effort to also enhance the said, ''lt'srealyashame .. .. Thewhole sudden there .//as a heightened con-
management 's organizational struc- year has been a tug of war between cern and as a result of this they put 
ture, postponement would give the me and Jahed ... a total lack of com- more pressure on us,•• said Jones 
department time to improve its quali· ' munica1ion . My main problem was about the paper that had ''the poten-
ty. ''We just wanted to have time to the way everything happened,'' she tial to be a good paper . •• 
Michelle E. Dyer 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Howard University traditionally 
holds its graduation ceremony in its 
football stadium. With graduation 
only five weeks away, the fooiball 
stadium is still under reconst ruction . 
Construction began three days 
before Thanksgiving. Conslruction is 
anywhere from three to six weeks 
behind schedule, according to sources 
involved with the project . 
Bryant G . Harris, assistant vice 
president of Business and Fiscal Af 
fairs, is in charge of overseeing 1he 
S 1.6 million stadium 's reconstruc-
.tion. When.completed it will include 
an asto-turf football field, a new run-
ning track, and bleachers with a 
seating capacity for 5,000 people. 
''Construction is three 1 weeks 
behind schedule due to bad 
weather," said Harris. ''The weather 
is just making us sweat and has 
delayed undereround construction.'' 
whole month of February because of 
rain,'' said Stennett. 
In spite of the bad weather, he said 
40 percent of the project is com-
pleted . ''I would say we are right on 
schedule. We hope to have 95~percent 
completed to hold (the) commence-
ment exercise this year." 
·Chief Engineer, George Woody of 
Faith Construction, the company 
that is responsible for ttie contract, 
said, ''The whole field will not be 
completed by graduation.'' 
According to Woody, construction 
work is six weeks behind schedule. 
However, he said, ''If God smiles on 
his son Alfred Hoyte, Jr. The prd- ·, 
fessor was a consultant to the Guyana 
Bauxite Company, a gold mine in 
which he was p"artial owner, Alfred 
Hoyte said. · . 
The gold mine was going to be ·w-
ed for the b<=nefit of the country by 
providing it ~ith more financial 
power, said the son. 
Dr. Hoyte was born in 
Georgetown, Guyana. He is surviv-
ed by four chilj;fren. His son and 
daughter, Michelle Hoyte both earn-
ed Bachelor of Science degrees in 
electrical engineering-from Howard. 
His first wife, Wilhemina Hoyte, died 
in 1968 . 
us and we have good weather, ''I felt grieved when I heard about 
everything will be completed except · Dr. Hoyte's death," said M. Lucius 
for the astro-turf on the football field Walker, Dean of the School of 
and the track surface.'' Engineering. ''Although he was aft 
Faith -Construction will not lay the I 'educator and a skilled researcher, he 
astro-turf or the new track surface. also heard and responded to the 
Balsam American Sports Facilities rhythms of a different drummer." 
(BASF) is scheduled to place the Wolsey Semple, a professor of 
astro-turf on the new field. The com- COq;lJlUt.er !icience. in the Engineering 
pany specializes in surfacing athletic School said, ''The School of 
fields and will begin work April 13. Engineering has . lost one of the best 
. According to a BASF sup~rvisor, teachers this school has ever had." 
study the paper's problems and come said. • 9romer Jeffers; former chief copy 
up with solutions ... and to give us When the Slaff returned from editor said, ''There was really no 
time to put together a staff for next Spring break on Monday March 24, direction from the top,'' Jnd that the 
,. year,•• Kaggwa said. they were greeted with termination paper's policy board which, accor-
The Community News was first letters. Staff members received a ding to Kaggwa is supposed to meet 
published in 1982 under the direction ''Notice of Termination'' stating each month, ''did not meet until the 
of the journalism department, as a ''Your termination comes as a result decision to suspend.'' · 
In spite of the delay, Harris, who 
inspectS the field periodically., said, 
''At this point lam satisfied with it . 
They (cOnstruction workers) are do· 
ing a good job." 
Tony Brown, it will take the com- It will take the school a long time. 
pany approximately eight days to tq try to ·replace Dr. Hoyte·, Sem-
complete their portion of the job. pie added. ''A person like him does 
' 
tool with which students c·ould work of a deciSion by ... Dr. Kaggwa (chair- Jeffers, who rated his performance 
in order to holle their skills in ma~ of the department of jour- as chief copy editor as an eight (on 
newspape_r production by cove ring na\1sm) . t? stop publication of The a scale of one to 10) said his problems 
local events . Community News due to the embar- stemmed from the inability of the 
According to General Manager rassing quality of the paper ." staff to meet deadlines . ''They never 
Mohammad Jahed, the newspaper Jones said although she was not met deadlines. The production 
was a i•project'' of the department, fire.d she decided to submit her letter schedule was never met,'' he said. 
similar to a classroom project, and of resignation which was accepted by Although Jeffers said that no one 
not a student newspaper. ''It was not Jahed. She added that aJthough some in particular is to blame for the tem-
a fixed idea that we had to go to a journalism instructors made porary susPension of The Communi-
certain number (of issues). themselves available to the staff for ty News ''There were articles turned 
''It is the prerogative of the depart- advice iheir supervision of the paper COOtinued on Page 2 
ment'' to do what it wants with the was lax and that it didn't improve un-
Golden Kel" Starts Howard Chapte 
' 
' 
and Addiction, psychiatrist and 
keynote speaker at the reception.'' 
Gullattee spoke to the audience . 
about the impon~ce of education by 
linking it with the coricept of family. 
''The availability of education that 
is so precious is something the young 
people of today should look upon 
with absolute love,•• she said. 
According to Gullattec, there has 
be~n a fragmentation of the family 
unit and the new one parent family 
has emerged. 
''A pattern of noncommunication 
has sorfacCd as a crisis in many 
families . The family is losing some of 
its cohesiveness. We need to redefine 
the meaning of a family,'' she said. 
• A lltn & own/ Hilltop Slaff Phoioira_phtt 
S.•1 of tM INlldees ••d faculty prnent •l lhc Golden Key N•Llonal Honor Society in-
d.uo. ccseaoliy locl•ded: Kenneth Sanders, chapter advisor ind uabtant dnn of Stu· 
*91 Ult ud Ac:d.tdts; Uoyd Royal, t:llapter prt!Mknl; Usa Scarboro•all, publk ftl•tiom 
jka.1or; ViMalt Jolau, dtu of St•cknl Ufe •nd Acdvltin; FJliae Gooden, vict pml· 
dnlt; Rnce S.ylor, trnsurer; •Del LtUJc Holmes, •• lnducttt. 
Gullattee stressed the importan'ce 
f_edl!C~_tLqn beginning in the home. 
''The familY is the elemental 
, tatrix. The first generation models 
he parenting behaviors for the next 
generation. I share this with you 
because, as parents of the future, you 
Ku1e Noel Kelch 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Howard University students 
representing the top 15 percent of the 
junior and senior classes were in-
ducted into the Golden Key National 
Honor Society in the · Armodf J. 
Black.burn <?enter last Thursday makin~ Howard the firsi 
predorrunantly Bliick university in the 
country to establish a chapter. 
. More than 150 new members were 
welcomed into the society last week 
as Rqional Director Stephen Piacht 
presented the charter to Howard 
University chapter president Lloyd 
Royal Jr,, a junior majoring in 
marketina. Pracht, also a founding 
1N1•llw!r, directed the chartering of 32 
of the 72 active Golden Key chapters 
throua:hout the country . 
Golden Key National Honor Socio- · 
ty wu founded by a group of 
undersroduate students at Oeo1gia 
St1tc University in 1977 to recognize 
and .,,omote scholastic achievemc1.1t 
in Ill 'undersraduate fields of study 
through voluntary service, economic have to understand the nature of 
assistance and collaboration with child developm~nt in order to be 
·university faculties and parents,'' she said. 
ad minis tr at ors . According to Gullattee, of every 10 
According to Royal, the establish- pupils in the fifth grade in 1964, on-
ment of Golden Kev at Howard has ly seven received a high school educa-
special significance . ~ · _ • tion and only two received a college 
''Being founded in Georgia, a state degree statistics which had not chang-
where racial tension flourished,· is the ed _ in . _ 1984. 
major significance. It is the fact that ''In every nation except ours, 
this is a major university in the world education is!!- national defense priori-
that is the first Black University to ty." she said. 
have a chapter. Now we can integrate _. Gullattee told the grQ.up of in-
and network within.that organization ductees that the school h8.s many 
to dispell some of t~e stereotypes tasks in order to provide a quality 
about Black institutions of higher well-rounded education: 
learning," he said:. · ''The school must help youna 
Honorary membership in the socie- adults to confront the reality of self. 
ty was given to Kenneth K. Saunders, It should have an intellectual Im· 
Chapter Advisor and Assistant Dean biance which stimulates the theater of 
of Student Life and Activities ·at student's mind,'' she said.' 
Howard. Also receiving honorary After discusaina the incidences of 
membership was Dr. Jeanne mental and emotional problems 
Sinkford, Dean of the College of amona children, Onll11tee told the in-
Dentistry; Dr. Geraldine Pittman ductees that they will represent the 
Woods, chairman of the Howard bria:htcr future for the country and 
University Bo·ard of Trustees; and the Woild. 
Dr. Alycee Oullattee, of the Institute . .. . . . -· - · ·· - - -Condaued oa Pqe 6 
• 
Harris said, ''We anticipate having 
it done hy graduation." The BASF" Comp
1
any, Inc. not come along too often.'' 
A spokesperson for Owen Nichols, 
vice president for Administration and 
Secretary of the Universi~y. said the 
field should be ready or graduation 
will be held on the main campus 
Quadgrangle (the yard). 
will complete the entire project at a Hoyt.e's areas of specialization in-
later date following commencement. eluded solid state electronics, 
When BASF leaves on April 20 the ultrasonics and microwave heating. 
...-field will be covered with a hard rub- During the course of his research 
her surface called a shock pad. career, he published articles in scien-
Carl Anderson, vice president of 
Student Affairs, agreed with Harris 
that the weathtr has been a problem . 
''We had extreme wet weather this 
past winter. but it is our plan to have 
it ready. According to the head con-
tractor it will be ready in time for 
commencement.'' 
According to Brown, ''The shock tific journals and secured a number 
pad reduces the impact when a player of patents . 
hits the ground. It gives and absorbs In addition to his teaching career 
•some of the impact." ~ at Howard, Dr. Hoyte served as 
Brown and Woody said no one a consultant to Alcoa, Dow Chemical 
should have problems walking on the and the Guyana Bauxite Company. 
hard rubber surface. Most recently, he was a consultant to 
Bruce Stennett, general superinten-
dent of Jo}).n C. Grimberg Company, 
Inc., which is the head contractor for 
the project, also blames the delay on 
Woody added that he will let Microwave Fusion, Inc., functioning 
Howard officials know by the end of as the director of a project on 
April whether or not a sufficient microwave calcination of ores. 
amount of the field will be completed Hoyte visited Guyana at leist two 
• 
for graduation. to three times each year, according to 
w ther. ''We racticall lost the Darren Price contributed to this story. 
' Pregnant Nurse· Sues 
How0:rd U. Hospital 
Robert i. Frelqw, Jr. employees required Ward to take 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er leave without pay, rather ~thQn ac-
A prcanant Howard University COO!Odating her requests. Her re-
Hospital (HUH) employee has filed quests were ''based on her doctor's 
suit against HUH, seeking some advice, that she be transferred to 
S600,000 for compensatory and wards without contagious patients or 
punitive damages, according to clerk not assigned to treat pati~nts with 
files at the United Statc_s District contagious diseases,'' according to 
Court .for the District of Columbia. Alan Banov, Ward's attorney. 
Carolyn Ward, a 2S-year-old resi- On Oct. 3, 198S, Michael Oood-
dent of Silver Spring, Maryland and man, the nurse's obstetrician, advis-
a realstcrcd nurse at Howard's ed her not to participate in the care 
Hospital for about two years, alleaes of patients in (HUH's) isolation 
she has ••suffered extreme emotional wards because of her pregnancy, ac-
ct. •-- cording to the complaint. tSttess .,..ause of (HUH's) refusal "She had a note from her doctor 
to let her work as a registered nurse 
in non.contq:ious areas,•• according sayin& she should not treat patients 
t·o the complaint. _ with infectious diseases, 1 ' said Fran~ 
The complaint, dated Jan. 28, cis Smith, acting general counsel in 
1986., is part of a discrimination suit the University's Legal Affairs 




his son. This year, however, he has 
been to Guyana at least six times in 
the last four months to monitor the 
development of his project. 
''Currently, the project is in need 
of financing,•• said Alfred Hoyte. 
''The financing was supposed to be 
used to purchase equipment that 
would mine the gold." 
Although he was not directly in-
volved with the project Alfred Hoyte 
said that he may act as a.liaisOn for 
another company to hel.P complete. 
his father's work. 
The professor received a Bachelor 
.Pf Science degree from Long Islandr 
University in 1953, a Master of 
Science degl-ee in 1957 from Howard 
University, and a Doctor of 
Philosophy degree from The Catholic 
University of America in 1963. He 
was a member of Sigma Pi Sigma1 the 
Ameritan Physical Society, and the 
International Microwave Power 
• • Institute. 
The former professor was com-
mended on his teaching style by both 
students and colleagues. 
Hoyte's -eulogy, written by Dean 
Walker stated, ''Frank's approach to 
teaching could be quite rigorous with 
an emphasis on the basics, and yet in 
informal situations, he cst8.blisbcd a 
genial, dynamic relationship with his 
students.'' 
Walker added that Hoyte is 
remembered by students as a loving 
and carina person, an instructor who 
remembered your name even after 
years had gone by. He bolstered their -
confidence and self-esteem. That was 
a quality his students cherished. 
Walker went on to say that Hoyte 
took time to share with students the 
experience he hod phted from his en-
treffjncurial punuits. 
·i e was ffie expert· in thC sC&OOt, •r 
said Shawn Allen, _ asenior. ••we 
are losina a lot of 1nformation. It's 
like burnina all of·your boob In the ' 
fire. 
''I even inquired to drop the c"•• 
Dr. Hoyte was teCina if the new ID- , 





Paul S. Burley 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
''Can -you imagine Reagan 
organizing a thoUght proc·ess I could 
not have?,' ' asked the Rev . Jesse 
Jackson, 1984 presidential candidate, 
as he spoke during..a two-day con-
ference on •1The Social and Political 
Implications of the Jesse Jackson 
Presidential Campaign'' March 27 
and 28 in the Blackburn Center west 
"ba·llroom . . 
Jackson was the featured speaker 
for the conference's evening session 
on March 27 and explained why he 
ran for i.he presidency in 1984, the. 
qualities for leadership and the mean-
ing behind current political events. 
The conference was sponsored by 
the Social Science Division of the 
College of Liberal Arts and the 
, Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences. Lorenzo Morris, an 
associate professor in the Department 
of Political Science, chaired the 
event . . 
ln a response to whether a Black 
should run for . the presidency, 
Jackson said, ''Rights unused are lost 
by law or atrophy. It is .better to have 
run and lost then never to have run 
at all . To run is to move from the 
shadows of inferiority to the first 
level.'' 
''I meant to beat John Glenn, (Gary) 
Hart, and (Walter) Mondale,'' 
Jackson added . 
''From my background as a civil 
rights leader, as a human rights ac-
tivist, I have an unselfish commit -
ment to ihe people whose righ1s were 
violated. 
"(I was) inspired by Dr. King and 
a whole body of leaders who made a 
commitment to put their lives on the 
line to put ··an end to the apartheid 
conditions in America." 
Jackson said that there was a big-
ger issue at stake than just running 
for the White House, it was ''to 
change the houses people were living 
in," more than gettiQg the house he 
was running for . 
''The campaign in the greater 
measure was not about a 
thoroughbred getting across the 
finish lines first, it was about a work 
horse pulling and tugging,'' Jackson 
said. ' 
Running for the presidency re-
quires ''Message, masses, machinery, 
money, and mind ." He stressed that 
a person needs to have a strong sense 
of mind, amid such things he call-
ed''sPirit breakers,'' such as dcath-
threats, debates , challenges, unfore-
seen obstacles, and attempts to 
delete, distort, and discredit. 
''I would advise anyohe who 
wq!!ld. tUJl lQ bave a strong,1 elusive 
- mind . It is a good thing to have but 
not an absolute necessity. Some peo-
ple have run and have gotten elected 
without it," he said. 
One issue Jack'Son discussed was 
his involvement in foreign offers in 
· 1984. He said that government of-
ficials doubted -that he knew what he 
.was doing (ge11ing involved in 
negotiations with Fidel Castro and 
rescuing Lt. Robert Goodman after 
his plane crash in Syri~). Jackson said 
he learned foreign ~licy on a ship . 
Jackson said, ''What ship? they 
asked,'' and added ' ·'the middle 
• 
ne11n.Je.J 
palaa d•rl .. a ncc•I twHay co.haace al tlte Ulld.vcnity. • 
passage, I told them.'' . 
''Our policy is an extension of 
domestic policy. We must break out 
of just being appraised and appraise 
ourselves: Power is in the eye of.the 
appraiser,'' said Jackson. 
''We have to appraise the mind 
that has the need to shed blood--we 
need to study the mind of those. who 
want Rambo in the Third World." 
He said ·that in Central America 
the Jews in Nicaragua say that they 
are not being threatened, and that in 
Brazil they say that the Sandiniltas 
are not threatening them. ''They are 
not fighting ." He noted these facts 
to question U.S. involvement in Cen-
tral America. 
Reemphasizing many of the, im-
plications behind his campaign 
Jack.son said, ''We cannot deal with 
kids on d1 ugs and liquor but praise 
the mentality and moral decadence 
that causes it . 
''We established in the campaign 
the significance of the Black vote. 
The Black vote has been counted on 
but nOf counted. The absence of the 
Black vote is our doqmsday and hey-
day of fascism is this cOuntrY.'' he 
said. 1 Jackson said that he was right in 
running for the presidency. "'A•(Fer-
dinand) Marcos needed to leave the 
Philippines and as Botha needs to 
join hi~ (in leaving South Africa), we 
were rtght. . 
''We were not mostly Black· or 
mostly broke, we were mostly right. 
If you are right God fights your bat. 
ties." 
Jackson also said that if Black peo-
ple get access to more opportunities, 
they would advance. ''If we get ac-
cess to the broader market we will 
break it," he said. 
Jackson said that if
1 
Black people 
are sober and serious they can do 
anything. ''When you look at Reagan 
and Bush can you imagine them hav-
ing. a thought Walter Mondale 
wouldn't have? Can you imagine 
Bush's or Reagan's thoughts 
(superior to) Dr. (Martin Lut~er) 
King's?'' Jackson said that there is 
nothing Black people cannot do that 
anyone else could not do . 
Jones Elected Nat'/ B.s.·u. Pres: 
Nancy Jones is the Hnl Howard studtnl 10 
be tlttltd Nallonal Presldtnl or the Bapllst 
Scudcat Union. 
• • • • 
' 
, 





Sheila Rae Mitchell 
Hill1op Staff Reporter 
Nancy Jones is the fi rst Howard 
Universi1y studen1 and the tenth 
woman 10 be elected national presi -
dent of the Bapt ist Student Union las1 
month in Nashvil le, Tenn . 
The election look· plaCe during 1he 
organization's annual conference. 
The Baptist Student Union is the 
largest Christian fellowship for Black 
college students in the counti-y, accor-






. • • 
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which is open to students of all 
denominations, exists on campuses 
throughout the country and has over 
50,000 members, she said . 
A native of Redbank, New Jersey, 
Jones is a sophomore in the College 
of Fine Arts . The arts management 
major expl3.ined, ''l want to work in 
a business environment with an em-
pha:sis on the arts. I'd like to get more 
Blacks involved in the arts and more 
positive images of Blacks in the ans .'' 
The Howard University BSU meets 
on Wednesdays at 5: 15 p.m. · 1n 











Rankin Chapel. Jones · said that its 
purpose is to encourage all Christians 
to edify the kingdom of Jesus Christ. 
She explained that the members do so 
by conducting srudies, prayer 
meetings, study groups, and holding 
prbgrams for occasions such as Black 
history month. 
''My main responsibility a na-
tional president of the Baptist Stu-
dent Union is to organize next year's 
national conference which will be 
held March 19-22 in Birmingham. 
Ala.,'' Jones explained. · 
''I also would like to tr>: to get B~U 
1 ,on eyery campl,lS in )he f;Ountry "nd 
some day r would like to see us have 
national conferences with the White 
BSU"s." she added. 
Jo11es said that on predominantly 
White campuses, within th~ BSU's 
there exists an o rganization for Black 
students called Harambee or,'' Let's 
Pull Together." She explained that 
the White BSU's, which were found-
ed before the Black organizations, do 
not hold national conferences. 
Jones, who has been a member of 
the Howard University BSU for two 
years, said that as national president 
of the organization she plans to at-
tend some of the state conferences in 
order to meet other students and help 
j11scea5c member5hjp in the BSU. 
Continued from Page I 
in from senior students that were in 
a state of disrepair and I think that's 
a reflection on ,the faculty. Kaggwa 
should not have suspended the 
laboratory paper ''because it's a lear-
ning tool," Jeffers Said. 
Jahed said the students ''learned 
enough, did a fairly good job (and) 
if they did not gain anything in 24 
weeks theri two more weeks'' would 
not have made much difference. He 
said that 'the staff was informed 
about pubJishiqg an issue during 
Howard's Spring break but ''the 
students · produ~jd four pages of 
paper and left it ~ause they wanted 
to go to Spring vacation .... They must 
adhere to res1ponsibility and 
d~ad_lin~s." he said. ''That .(termina-
tion) by itself is a lesson for 
students.'' 
He added that the faculty wants to 
bring in professionals to supervise 
students who produce the weekly 
paper. 
In a faculty meeting on April 1, 
faculty members voted to take certain 
steps to improve the newspaper's 
quality. Kaggwa, chairman' of the 
paper's policy board said the steps" in-
clude: establishing a newsroom 
equipped with telephones, video 
display terminals (VDTs) "and 
everything that goes into a profes-
sional newsroom''; creating three 
positions one of which is a full-time 
faculty member with journalism' ex-
perience to supervise the entire opera-
tion of the paper and two other posi-
tions for experienced newspaper jour-
nalists who would provide leadership 
in writing, editing B.nd production. 
An<?ther move desired by the faculty 
would be ''to develop and initiate an 
advertisina course to train advertis- · 
ina personnel at the newspaper. Ka.a· 
a:wa said these steps will be recom-
mended to Howard President James 
Cheek via the School of Communica· 
lions Acti111 Dean Or ludo Taylor. 
Ken Fealina. Coordinator of the 
paper said that he along with Jahcd 
suaaestcd its suspension because the 
''orp.nizational structure needed to fbe evaluated .... ! auess the {policy) 
,board decidg! that now would be the 
) -,----~· Coatiaued oa ·l'a1• 6: 
1 • 
. 
Linda Kini \ 
. . . .J::lilltop Sta~ R~ncr · . ~ 
John Harrisingh, president of the ! ~ 
College Republicans at Howard l 
University ! 
was a featured panelist on March 16 i 
during a discussion 'on the status of i 
Republicans in the Black communi- ' 
ty sponsored by America's Black 
Forum (ABF) . 
- . 
. Hosted by Julian Bond, a leading 
civil rights activists and Georgia state 
legisl~tor since 196S. the program, 
was 11red March 16, on Channel 32, 
also included as panelists. Clarence 
Thomas, Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commissioner, and Elaine B . . 




tion of the Two-Party System, who 
defended their role as Black Jolla Harrlliqti, prnkkat of 11M C.111 
Rep u b Ii can 5 • Rep_ablk_an• _. Howard-!-
-- - - -
With the changing composition of . 
the Black community the growing 
gap between the very low-income and 
the very high incOme, there has also 
been slight changes in political focus, 
said Glenn Threatt,N.ational Urban 
League . p_resldent. 
According to Thomas, its almost 
a crime to be pluralistic in the Black 
Ccimmunity because Blacks believe 
that a ''united front'' must be kept 
up in order to survive as a communi-
ty. However, in order to be able to 
exist in a'.two-party system there must 
be ''players on both sides of the 
table,'' he said. 
''There are simply not enough 
Blacks making decisions about con-
cerns ~hat are sensitive to the Black 
community,'' said Thomas. 
''Republi·::an policies should not be 
expected to be either , conscious or 
representative of the Black communi-
Many Blacks have switched from ty when 90 percent of their vote is go-
trying to establish Black civil rights ing to the Democratic party.'' 
through social programs, additional _ Accordir.g to Harrisingh, the Black 
legislation and quotas, to identifying Republican should no longer be 
with traditional values as well as ·be- thought of as ''a rare animal in a na-
ing very critical of the Democratic tional zoo," but as ·another oppor-
Party's social programs, Threatt tunity for the Black community to 
added. become politically powerful . 
This ~rend is likely to set a different As president of the Republican 
tone for the Republican party which organization on Howard's campus, 
has bCen seen as the party for the which is one of the few student 
middlC-class and affluent, he said. organizations active in issues concer-
According to Harrisingh, the 
Republican party has done 
significantly more for the Black com-
munity·. ''The Republicans' policies 
concerning Blacks have lasted over a 
period of time, whereas th.e 
Democratic Party has offered pro-
grams that have only had short-term 
effects,'' said Harris lngh. 
''The Republican party has given 
us the 14th, ISth. and 19th Amend-
ments, as well as the Justice Depart-
ment's civil rights division which are 
still a part of the system today he 
said. ' ' ·'' ' ···· ....... ...... . ·· 
U: .1 11.1 ... v. 
On the other hand, the Democratic 
'P3.rty offers -••programs that give 
quick relief which amounts to an 
aspirin for a headache taken to get 
temporary relief ." he added . 
Jenkins said that the Democratic 
Party has been wCakened by the 
switch of young people to the op-
posite party. ''Their leaders have 
been staying with certain premises 
that do not go with the mode of to-
day ." she • said . 
''Young people are tired of hear-
ing about welfare programs, they 
want to know about other things that 
will have a n imp~ct on their lives," 
sa id Jenkins . 
ning Black Republicans, Harrisingh 
has had a lot of exposure as· a polit-
cally active st udent. 
In addition to serving as president 
of College Republicans at Howard, 
he is president of the Political Science 
Honor Society, a member of the 21st 
Century PAC , a Black political ac-
tion committee and a participant in 
the Counci l One-hundred an 
organization of Black Republicans. 
Harrisingh said that his philosophy 
differs somewhat from the conser-
vatives in the party; he considers 
himself a progressive republican. 
.·i 'l\l rdon.'vthiflk ·wc are ready to.cut 
out"!tl'te wctfate~affirfh'ative aCtiOn 
programs as of yet,'' said Harrisirtgh. 
''However,I do believe in a hands-off 
business economy and a strong 
defense. "' 
''Young people are making a big 
impict on the political scene today,'' 
Harrisingh . said. Of the large voter 
turn-out in the 1984 elections approx-
imately 64 percent of the youth in 
America voted. 
This has directed the attenton of 
many politicians toward mobilizing 
them, he With their big voters turn-
out in the 1984 elections--
approxiinately 64 percent voted--
many politicians are seeking a chance 
to mobilize them, he ~dded. 
Panelists Judge How Media 
Affected Jackson Campaign 
Cedric Smith 
Hilltop Staff Reponer 
The influence of the mi::dia on the -
Rev . Jesse Jackson's presidential 
campaign was the main focus of a 
session entitled ''Modes of ·Political 
Participation'' held March 28, in the 
Blackburn Center auditorium. 
Oscar Gandy, assi5'tnt professor 
of Arts and Sciences 'at Howard 
University, cited the fact that Blacks 
are less informed alx(ut politicaf'mat-
ters than Whites . \ 
''Blacks (those who vote) mostly 
rely on the reports given in the 
newspapers to decide on their can-
didate for president," said Gandy. 
Intensive research performed by 
Gandy proved that newspapers were 
a ·weakness to Jackson's campaign 
and that his television image was the 
strongest, force duri'1g the campaign. 
Gandy conducted three surveys. 
One included 316 people. 211 and the 
other with 2SS. All three surveys dealt 
with how these individuals use the 
media to view the qualities and per-
sonality of Jackson . during the 
election. · 
The survey showed that during t e 
pre-primary election Blacks who were 
mainly newsreaders felt as though 
Jackson was not a qualified can-
didate , During the mid-primary 
newsreaders' views were about the 
same. By the post-election the 
readers' views about Jackson became 
more bitter. 
Newspapers gave a negative image 
of Jackson, accordina to Tom 
Cavanaugh, a representative of the 
National Research Council (NRC). 
The NRC. founded and supported by 
Howard, research.political issues to 
observe what effect they have on the 
Black community. 
Cavanauah said, ''The medium 
(newspaper) feels free to attack 
Jackson in his absence. The news 





the perception that the readers have 
are those in which they read." 
A microscopic view of the Black 
turnout was performed by Leslie 
Agard-Jones, assistant professor of 
African American history at William 
Paterson College in Paterson, N. Y. 
He discovered that in the 
predominantly Black district Jackson 
received 34 percent of the votes. In 
the White 1.:ommunity he received on-
iy two percent; however, in the mix-
ed district community he received S4 
percent . • 
' 
From Jones' survey, Cavanaugh 
concluded that the Blacks in the mix-
ed community were able to afford 
both a newspaper and a television to 
make their decision on the candidate. 
Jones noticed the newsreaders. 
negative response in Paterson, but 
Cavanaugh said that it was the same 
throughout America. 
''On the contrary, television aave 
a positive image of Jackson during 
the campaign sinccd it is done in fmt 
pCrson with no middle man tryina to 
interpret what Jackson said,'' 
cavanaugh commented. ''The viewer 
has the opportunity to form his own 
opinion about Ja~kson. '' 
According to the survey compiled 
by Gandy, television viewers believ· 
ed Jackson has honesty, Black ap. 
peal, intelligence and personal pin. 
The viewers positive attributes to 
Jackson remained throuahout the 
election. 
·- Gandy and Cavanauib bOtli Com· 
mented that a lack of money for 
television advcnise11wnts bwt the. 
Jack.son campeip. Cavaftll..,, llid, 
"If he (Jocltson) would haft lutd 
money, then be could baYe brotea 
throuah the wall of ...... tllot II 
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'64 Civil Rights Act 
, Protects Against Bias 
. ,Toward Pregnancy 
Desi,.. Boykin 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
open for thC employees on the same 
basis a!\ any other employee return-
ing from sick or disability leave. 
The Pregnancy Discrimination According to Julia Williams, an 
Act, an amendment to the Civil employee at Howard, the University 
Rights Act of 1964, prohibits complies with this policy in her case 
discrimination on the basis of because there is no point during 
pregnancy, childbirth, or other pregnancy that she is required to 
related medical conditions. Any ~leave . 
v~ola~io.n o.r this ac't is' labeled sex ' . .T~e Pregnai,icy Discrimination Act · 
d1scr1m1nat1on. · r u1rcs that JObs be held open for 
·The Act was,enacted to ensure that chili:I care on the same basis that jobs 
women are treated the same as other are held open for employees on non-
employecs on the basis of their abili- medical leave. If an employer allows 
ty or inability to perform their job. leave for travel or education, he must 
A woman cannot .. be. discriminated allow leave for infant care on the 
against as long as she can perform the same basis. 
major functiops necessary to the job. Howa~d University follows these 
The Act does not require rules set up by the Civil Rights Act 
employers to establish any type of ad- of 1964, according to Williams. The 
ditional health insurance for pregnant maximum leave time that an 
women. However, the employer's in- employee may take is six months. A 
surance policy must cover the ex- Howard employee may use her sick 
penses of the pregnancy or related leave or annual leave pay, but the 
condition as well as other medical University does not supply materni-
conditions, without imposing addi- ty benefits . 
tional or larger deductibles. The 
health insurance policy does not have 
to cover the expense of an abortion , 
unless the mother's life is in danger . 
. ~ 
District to Impose Fine 




Hilltop Staff Reporter 
. ·\.,_ 
• 
not buckling up 
from $15 to $25 
''I ask my passengers to wear seat 
belts, but I don't force them,'' said 
Gary Christian, an Electronic 
Beginning June 12, 1986, DC Engineering major at UDC. ''I think 
residents will no longer have the the safety belt law is a good one, 
freedom to decide whethe:- they will because statisti.cs prove that seat belts 
or will not wear seat belts . Fines fo~ save lives,'' he ad,dcd. 
drivers and passengers who fail t~ Director of the · Transportation ·· 
''buckle up'' will range from $15 to Safety Program, Maurice Veal said, 
$25 . ''Any child under three must be in a· 
Program Analyst Marian safety seat, and children under five , 
Tomassoni, of The National must be in a safety seat or belt while 
Highway Traffic Safety Administra- riding in a car.'' A $25 fine will be 
tion said, ''Drivers are rCsponsible charged for this division of the law1 for passengers five to 16 years old.'' which also operates under secondary 
This division of the Jaw requirement enforcement. The $25 fine will be 
will be operating under secondary en- waived, Veal said,' if a parent shows 
forcement, meaning that if the driver proof of purchase of a c_ar seat. Veal 
is· stopped for another offense, he said that passeng_ers over 16 are 
could be fined $15, she said. responsible for themselves, and will 
''I shouldn't be fined for not wear· g:l~~ned SI~ for not wearing a safety 
ing a seat belt because police 
discriminate when giving tickets,'' ''I think that wearing seat~bclts is 
said Kenneth Coble, a Broadcast a good idea," said Joyce Stone, a 
Journalism major at Howard. Coble Northwest DC resident . She said that 
added that the safety belt law will she tells her two children to buckle up 
Pregnant women must be perrriit-
ted to work as long as they arc able 
to perform the job. They may also 
return . to work as soon as possible 
after giving birth or at their discre-
tion. An employer must kec~ the job 
Although Williams does not feel 
discriminated agaiitst in any way by 
the University policy, she would like 
to see some changes made. Williams 
said she would like women to be paid 
while on pregnancy leave. She would 
Ii.kc to sec the University supply six 
weeks of pay or benefits while the ex-
pectant mother is out of working, 
also . 
••nM:ino crow,u,, Jr.1Hil1top Slaff Pholot•• probably be enf arced like the jay for safety. Stone said that she believes 
Spring ls bustin' out Cherry Blossoms all over D.C. walking law is: enforcement is that the majority of people realize the 
. , seldom, -and ticket recipients are importance of safety belts and wip 
and the surroundin Metro :.;o;:l:it:;a:;n;:,,;a;;:r::e:ao:.======· =· L_'.:::<.:::•e.::ct:..".:::· __________ f_o1_1o_w_th_e_1a_w_. ____ ., 
Race Mixing: Still 'Touchy'. 
White America Remains the Most Disproving 
Donna Harris 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
'' I see nothing wrong with mixed Counseling Service in Chevy Chase 
racial couples. They have the most MD. ' 
beautiful kids . I feel that most white Michelle, (not her real name) a 
According to associate professor men prefer not to get involved with sophomore in the College of Liberal 
Alvin Poussaint in the Harvard Black women because• of the fear of Artj said, '' I don't feel there's 
Medical School Psychiatry division, pres_sure from both Blacks and anything wrong with interracial rela-
Whitc Americans remain the most Whites, including family and tionships, but I prefer a Black man • 
disapproving of interracial marriages friends,'' said a White-male student because I don 't want my children to 
in comparison to White {:uropeans. at Howard who asked not to be have to question which family 1hey'd 
There is strong disapproval also in identified. relate to or which societal ' · 
' some sections of the Black . . "I.f sqcie,ty_ wt1;s .(ree of. rar;::ism, and back.sround they will identif}· Wi\b." 
community. if we had not gone through oppres- Burrows said that orie bt ttie pf-b- - ·• 
Jn an August 1983 issue of Ebony · 1 Id d t wh· · 1 ,, 'd blems that usually occurs is that sion wou a ea ite gir • 531 m~ny tend to blame the things that 
magazine article Poussaint wrote, Kenneth Coble; a Broadcast Jour-
" · ed 1 h al · d a1 · · are external instead of looking at the 
mix coup es ave ways en1oye n ism major at Howard. Coble said problems that are within themselves . 
. ~o~~1;~::eg:0:o ::,:0:: i::::ci: £?~:~;~~~~?{r E111f~::~~!~~~'. ~:~~ec~~~~e~r~~~e ;,~~(~~ b:~u~~ 
marriages has been co et , most ''A d. t h I fi your system,'' said Burrows. 
ccor tng o t e atest igures ''l don't particularly care for inter-
say that they should be fair stable, from the U.S. Bureau of Census, 
since in some ways the couples are there were 132,000 Black-.Wbite mar- racial marriages. I ·think that Blacks , 
Pushed closer together by outside . d I . 1981 d f h should b.e with Blacks and Whites rie coup es in •a rop rom t e should be with Whites,'' said a st••-p ressures,'' Poussaint said. 167 000 reported 1'n 1980 Of th1·s • 
' · dent at Howard who asked not to be 
''The problems interracial couples number, 104,000 couples consisted of id tifiecl 
face are so broad that it is hard to put Black husbands and White wives, 'f'. Denise Asbury, a senior in the 
your finger on a specific .few, ''said and 28,<XX> couples consisted of Black School of Communications, said ''I 
Beth Alton, who woTks at The wives and White husbands,'' accor- think such relationships whether 
Counseling Service of Washington. ding to Poussaint . dating or married are disgusting: It 
''Most tend to get a lot of pressure Although the number of Black is important that we as a people ap-
from friends, and especially from males marrying White females is predate our Black males and females 
family members . Most couples tend higher than that of Black females enough to strive for positive relation-
to get into a network or retreat into marrying White males, only two per- ships with each other . Granted, race-
either Black or White groups,'' ac- cent of the total number of Black mixing is evident by our different 
cording to Alton . males in the U.S. are married to shades of Blackness due to the slave 
Alton went on to say that she did White females. master's rape and the slave 
not know of any data concerning ''Many interracial couples get mar- mistress'threat of yelling rape, but we 
whether or not the divorce rate is ried for various reasons . Some get do not have to willingly perpetuate 
higher or lower with interracial married to rebel against certain peo- that type of sickness just because 
couples than with non-interracial pie or their families,'' said Anne Bur- we're curious about how they are bet-
~c~o~u~p~les~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~ro~w~s~·_:w~h~o:_:w~o~r~k~s_:at:_:t~h~e_:,F~am::::il~y~w~ee~n!..!!th~e~s~h~ee~ts~.'-'~~~~~~- • · 
• 
Poets Converge to Pay Tribute 
to .Afro-American Publishing Company 
Laura Digman 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
-
wnat tne biacK experience is, it 's 
always being defined for us. Those of 
• us who don't fit that definition have 
Poets came from as far away as great difficulty being published," 
Louisiana to the Martin Luther King, Kendrick said. 
.Jr. Library on March 26th to ''Naomi encourages writers who 
celebrate the survival of Lotus Press have a distinctive voice,'' Kendrick 
Inc. arid pay tribute to Naomi Long addeQ, ''and she doesn't define what 
1Madgett who has run the Detroit- that voice should be. i, 
based compaOy since 1974. 
Lotus Press is the 'Only company The qiversity of Lotus_ poets was 
consistcnly publishing Afro- evident 1ri the reading at the library 
t\merican poetry today--thc ••tong- which ranged from the personal to 
distance runner'' among the many the political, and the historical to the 
small Black-ownedJlublishing houses universal . The poetry was, in turn, 
which sprang up during the I960's. declamatory, lyrical, narrative, and 
With 59 titles in print, Lotus humorous . 
represents over 40 poets, including Toi Derricotte, whose themes in-
Dudlcy Randall, Haki · R.. elude women as mothers or wives, 
Madhubuti, May Miller, Houston w~ one of the poets who expressed 
Baker and E. Ethelbert Miller . appreciation ·to.Madgett for "keep. 
The celebration waS originally the !DI our work alive, our words alive, 
idea of Delores Kendrick, former 1n a world that would probably like 
editor of the Howard University to sec us shut up.•• Before reading a 
literary journal Daseln, who organiz- poem about HarrietTubman, scholar 
· • ed the benefit in collaboration with Sam Allen compared Madaett to 
other Washington-based poets such Tubman, calling the publisher's 
as Gwendolyn Brooks Poetry Con- couraae and dedication part of the 
sultant to the Library of Congress, heroic tradition of Black women. 
and E. Ethelbert Miller• Director of Gwendolyn ii rooks followed her Howard University's Afro-American 
C poetry presentation with a prose Resource enter· - ''Naomi Alphabet'' she had written 
Accordina to Kendrick, Lotus on the spot·-startins with A for 
Press is unique in allowing Afro. amazing, B for beautiful, C for 
Americans tO express themselves in choice, o for darins, 11 and a $'00 
their own voices . ''One of our pro. check. 
· blcms is that we are often dictated to 
what we should write. We are told Madllett. whose own poetry has 
• 
been published in six volumes and 
, over ...8.S _anthologies, thanked the 
poets sl"!e has worked -With for 
(J!riching her life. She said seeing 
their books on the shelves of 
bbokstores arid libraries has become 
more important to her than her own 
writing . 
Benefit organizers stressed that 
these are hard times for small 
businesses in general, and for small 
prC'sses--especially those publishing 
poetry. ''If Lotus were to stop 
publishing, people would feel the 
gap,'' said E . Ethelbert Miller. 
In urging the public to support 
Madgett's venture, Kendrick warned 
••If Naomi were to go under, so f.; 
as I know, there would -be no Black 
publisher available to Black poets. 
The whole racist business is still alive 
and opportunities for Black pocts 
come twice as hard.' 'Buy bQoks,'' 
she said. 
. 
Som~ Lotu~ editions arc available 
at Common Concerns Bookstore in 
Washington D.C. Those who want to 
become familiar with Lotus publica-
tions can bl>rrow them from Howard 
University's Afro·Americ:an 
Resource Center. In addition, Lotus 
poet May Miller, who has been 
!fescribed as one of Wuhi1111on'1 
senior pQets, will be praentina a 
r.eadina at Manin Luther Kina, Jr. 
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Pretoria Ends Ban on Winnie Mandela: 
Tutu Seeks Punitive Sanctions 
Fuawllko Dlamlal 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Bishop Desmond M. Tutu, 1984 
Nobel Peace Prize winner. has call- · . 
cd fOr ''punitive'' economic sanctions 
against South Africa. Speaking dur-
ina a press conference Wednesday in 
Johannesburg, Tutu called for all 
fore.ijiil companies to move out of 
South Africa since they have failed to 
''push'' the Pretoria government for 









OTT AWA--Canada, a gunman pos· 
in.a as a delivery man entered the 
Bahamaian Embassy and held three · 
hostages and demanded the release of 
a pris~n inmate Wednesday. 
None of the hostages were reported 
injured and authorities arc believed 
to be neaotiating with the gunman. 
POMOCA-·Mexico. Mexicana 
Airline Boeing 727, Which was en 
route from Mexico City to Los 
Angeles, 'jburst into flames'' before 
it hit a 7,700 foot peak shortly after 





. Bank Increases Loans 
to Latin, Caribbean States 
Chlnyere Emeruwa 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
tion in the·country from 680 tons in 
1975 to 2,500 tons in 1985. 
The bank lent S4 million to Ar1en-
tina for the construction of a 
The attainment of self-subsistency. hydroelectric power plant, a necessi-
through the development of ty for the development of industry · 
ag:riculture, industries, a hydroelec- in the country. 
tr1c power plant, and the im- Although the bank is willing to 
provcmenmt of the health of people loan money to member nations, 
in.Latin America and the Caribbean Goephalis said certain requirements 
nations, has been the goal of the have to be mct-llefQrc such loans arc 
Inter-America Developrt)Cnt Bank, mad c. 
and the Pan American Health According to Harry Ooepbalis; the 
0 r g an i z at ion . ability of the country to.carry out (the Tutu's announcement for punitive 
sanctions followed the proposal he 
made in Washington in January that 
''if American companies that do i 
business in South Africa will not push 
the Pretoria government ... by March 
31, I will call for punitive sanctions.'' 
• One hundered and foity-one 
The Inter-American Development project) and finance part of the p_ro-
Bank, which is made up of 43 Ject,'' is essential since the bank does 
members, 25 of which are from the not finance 100 percent of the pro-
Caribbean and the Latin American jcct. The country has to demonstrate 
nations, lends money for the develop- that it can execute the project, he 
ment of any sector of its member 's said. 
lil. South Africa, under the Securi-
ty Act, to call for economic sanction 
is a crime punishable by treason. 
When asked if he first considered 
such consequences, Tutu said that he 
will make any justifiable statement 
that is aimed at ending apartheid 
''regardless of the cost ... '' 
There are more than 300 United 
States companies that do business in 
South Africa. 
Recently , a number of American 
companies, including Citibank and 
Coca-Cola, have announced plans 
for_ Cconomic and educational pro-
grams for Blacks. Coca-Cola, for ex-
ample, sponsored a $10 million 
education program to assist South 
African st udents abroad . 
lri another development, the South 
·African government abandoned its 
banning order on Winnie Mandela 
Wednesday and allowed her to return 
to her home iit Soweto . 
Mandela was put under house con-
finement in Brandford, Orange Free 
~ State, about ISO miles from 
Johanesburg since 1961 immediately 
after her hUsband was sentenced fo. 
lifr imorOsonmen( . 
' 
/ Selet• D. H•rrison/ Hi1hop_,, • .,.,.. 
. Bishop Desmond M. Tutu speaking during a press conference called for punitive sanctions . 
against Pre1oria. 
· Since then, Mandela -was forbidden 
travel opportuniti~s_ and was ·not 
allowed to speak to more than one 
person at a time (including her fami-
ly members) . 
After her Brandford house was 
firebombed in December, Mandela 
openly challenged the government's 
restrictions orders 'by returning ' to 
Soweto . 
In January, Mandela was arrested 
three times for contravening the 
orders ·and each time she was taken 
back to Brand ford . 
, In Washington , A State Depart -
ment spokesperson Bernard Kalb said 
'. 'the Reagan Administration y,•as 
• 
pleased by the lifting of the banning 
orders.'' · 
There are speculations that such 
action was taken in order to prepare 
for the release of her husband Nelson 
Mandela . 
The Pretoria goverhment made a 
proposal in February that it will 
release Mandela either before Easter 
or by July . 
Mandela is currently serving. his 
sentence in Pollsmoor Central ,PriSon 
near Cape Town after being transfer-
red from Robben Island about 25 
miles off the coast of Cape Town. 
Cape Town is South Africa's 
JCgislative capital, while Pretoria is its 
administrative capital . 
ANC Official Condemns Racism 
. '
At Mose.ow Conference 
·"!'' '": 1 '"f' · ~:.'~•- • ;-·'''°'1 , .. , •. , .. ,"' ' • • ,,,,, •1•• 011 1-1 •' •• '!' I• 11••• • 1,•• lfl•••il•I; 
-' .. 
"' Alexander Girg~rj~V 
Special to 1he Hill1op 
' " 
South African President Peitcr W. 
Botha cancelled the 'state of emergen-
cy Mar.ch 7, but he is still failing to 
resolve the complicattd problems fac-
ing the country and failing to im-
prove the position of Blacks . Instead, 
his ·move was designed to ensure 
Western support, according to Alfred 
Nzo, secretary general of the African 
Na tiona l Congress (ANC). 
According to Nzo, who was in 
Moscow for two weeks at the invita-
tion of the Communist Party during 
its 27th Convention, Botha continues 
to link southern African problems 
with the withdrawal of the Cuban 
forces assisting the Angolan govern-
ment in repelling aggression by 
Pretor ia ·aitd Savimbi bands . 
''IJ is absolutely essential for the 
international community' to press for 
the'implementation of the UiUted Na-
. tions Resolution which callsl or the 
independence of Nambia, •• Nzo said. 
' 
According to Nzo, Botha's main 
aim is to revive ''coitst.ructive engage-
ment'' with the Reagan Administra: 
tion, which he said iS"opposing the 
pro&ress and self-determination of 






Hilltop S;tarr Reporter 
The cultural and personal r~wards 
are high 'for volunteers,'' accord.in& 
to Gin~ Chase, 9irector of Volunteer 
Project for the Council, which iS 
· s~ri~~ volunteer summer oppor- ' 
tun1t1es 1n l!urope and in North 
America. 
Designed for students 18 years aiid 
older, the program unites volunteers 
from many countties to live and work 
tOlllflcr on comQJ.unity development 
. ptojects in a number of countries, in-
cluding Canada, Czechoslovakia, 
France, Germany, Portupl, and the 
United States. 
According to Chase, the projects 
Jut two to four weeks. They include 
recreation proarams for bandicaPJ>ed 
children, restoration of castles and 
hilloric monuments, nature conser-
v••ion work and arcbaenloaicll dip. 
\>oluntccrs arc rcsponslbiefor iii; 
tnmiPoriation colt of the· proarani 
onered in the United States. 
· · ti.Milne for_ ljjpliCiilOiil'il 
May I, 1986. Return application to: 
CIEi!, 356 West J.4th Street, New 
York, NY IOOCI. 
Nzo went on to say that 1he action States in Stlpport of the South 
taken by the Reagan Administrat ion'. African people's strud;le against 
is evidence that it doCs nol suppoi:t aPartheid . ' ''The remergence of the 
the freedom st ruggle . 'Free South Africa:_.movement in the 
Nzo said that with the material and United States has tremendous impact 
moral support it rec:eives from the oil the st ruggle of our People,'' he 
United States, Savimbi's bands at - sai d . 
tacked the town of Andrada and seiz- . . Nzo said ti1e oppressed people of 
ed 150 h~stages. Among the hostages South. Africa have come to recognize 
were Britons, West Germ~n.s, . Por-. · ·thai in the United states they have 
tguese . and F1l1p1nos . friends who are opposed to col-
Nzo said that no matter how hard laboration between apartheid and the 
Botha - and Reagan may try to Reaga n Administration . 
preserve apa~theid, their effort~ ~re He went on to say that such col-
~oomed t? failure because oppos1t1on laboration is designed to further en-
lS mount~ng through<?ut the wor.ld. trench apartheid. 
Nzo said that there ts also growing '' It is the Free South African 
support of the ANC within the white moven1ent that made them see how 
commu!"ity in South Africa . close to disaster they are," Nzo said. 
Nzo cited the Freedom Charter of Nzo sa'id that the policy of the 
the ANC statif}g," The country Soviet Union toward southern 
belongs to all the people who live in Africa is the main factor which 
it-· [regardlcss of color, religio~ or makes.it possible to hope for settle-
crecd), and n~ governm_e~t can JUSt- ment of the problems . .. according to 
ly hav~ authority unless It is based on the interests of the people. 
the will of all the people '' . '' We_ are highly inspired by the 
''.The program shows the kind of reaffirmation of the Soviet interna. 
.future we arc fig~ting for . It ~an tionalist policy of continuously sup-
come about o~ly with the.destruction porting the struggle of people who -
of t~e ~ggress1ve apartheid system," are still fighting for a happy life in 
Nzo ·Said.. . thCir respective countries, Nzo said. 
Nzo pointed out the lf!JPQrtanc~ of (Alexander Gregoryev is a correspon-








Orte test Where only 







Do you want to'be the 
only one who knows 
when you use an early 
pregnancy test? 
. 
Would you prefer a test 
lhat's totally private to 
perform and totally 
private to read? 
Would you like a test 
that's portable, so you 
can carry it with _you and 
read it ln private? 
• 
And. how ~t a simple, 
one·step lest i\>1111 a dra· 
matic color change that's 
easy to read and Is 98% 
accurate? 
If Voll chocked "Yea" to 
the above, EPT PWI II for 
you. U8e II. and only you 
wtll kn6w your 11111 IWiti • 
• 
passengers, including crew members, 
have been killed. According to the US 
Embassy in Mexico City, there were 
nine Americans aboard the airplane. 
In less than a year. Mexico has ex-
perienced two major disasters, 
following a major earthquake last 




Presidential commission on Good 
Government Tuesday revealed 
documents allegedly disclosing $100 
million_ deposited in a Swiss bank ac-
count by President Ferdinand 
Mateos. 
According to · Jovita ~alonga, 
chairman of the commission, '·'Mar-
cos first secretly opened his Swiss ac-
count of $1 million in 1967 ." 
.~f.!>_ no m Y ..!-- _ Goephalis said the problem facing 
A report issued by the bank Sh.Ow- the bank now in finanCing projects in 
ed that '' 17 percent of the 30.2 member countries is that they cannot 
million acres of irrigated land in Latin contribute their own share of the cost 
America,'' were financed by the of the project, due to the economic 
bank. Moreover, productivity per crisis they arc experiencing. 
acre has increased, the report said. Another requirement is that the 
Due to its emphasis on promoting bank must have representatives in 
self-suffi~icncy among member na- such countries who will act as laision 
tions, in 1979 the bank lent s 115 ,000 between the bank and the countries 
to a cooperative organization in the seeking .roans These represen-
Sonsonate Province of El Salvador to tatives supervise how the loans are 
start an experimental food process- spent. 
ing plant. The plant processed The bank raises inoney from 
. ''tomato products and pineapple and capital contribution which members 
mango jams," products which are pay, and sometimes by ''borrowing 
consumed locally . money from European capital 
R.ecause of the success of the ex- markets,'' said Goephalis. 
perimental project, the bank lent an Although the U .S. ~akcs the 
WASHINGTdN--A Ccording to 
''secret'' information that is believ~ 
ed to have leaked to the press, the 
United States has secretly persuaded 
Egypt to openly ''oppose Libya'' . 
additional $385,000 to the 
cooperative, to help it expand the Organization, has made its priority 
plants capacity. according to ttie the ''solving of nutritional problems'' 
bank's report . in the Americas, through research 
The report continued that and development · programs, and 
I 152 f f od . through the improvement and According to the UPI repOn, the 
Reagan Administration's manuever-
ing failed when Egypt refused the 
proposal . 
ATHENS-Greece, Four 
Americans were killed Wednesday 
when a bomb e.xplodrtl in the cabin 
of a Trans World Airlines (TWA) 
jetline at 15,000 feet altitude. 
• tons 0 arm pr uce is ex- distribution of food supply. 
peeled to be processed by the .plant · · 
by its third year of operation. -~cc~i~ ~o the.organization . 
malnutrition is still a problem 
Furthermore, the bank is helping in some countries, however, the 
to promote self-sufficiency in other organization has set out work with 
member countries . governments to help correct this 
In Brazil, the bank has financed pr_oblem,. · 
the construction of '' 1,640 miles of A report issued by the orgaiitz.ation 
rural roads in the state of Panama'' said that the infant mortality rate has 
according to its report, to help pro- declined ''in half the Americas bet-
mote agricultural productivity in that ween 1960 and 1980.'' The report 
country . continued that adequate sanitation 
An anonymous telephone call in 
Beirut from a group calling itself 
Arab Revolutionary Cell claimed 
respo~ihility (or the bombing. • 
U:JJU ~1.; l!1 ~4: . _,,,, ,. ~ 
In Honduras, a $3 million loan to ''and health care coverages have been 
fishermen chas•lncr~'llstrpt<>t!no< ... ,~_Drl~(f -, r, to - • ll)illjons. " j I 
l(.J • ,,11 '.J J l>J r.!I -ri::.-t 1U'(!i1T.;.,.! , .q .L11 2L .. u ~.J ... 11lli1') 













Friday, April 11, 
at 5:30 p.m. 
IN THE SCHOOL OF HUMAN 
ECOLOGY CAFETERIA (GROUND-FLOOR) 
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COORDINATOR OF COMMUNICATIONS I 
FISCAL COORDINATOR . I 
JUDICIA.RY AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
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ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE URGEDJ'O _ 
A'l"l'END THIS VERY IMPORTANT MEETING AND 
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' Graduation Brings R e'sponsibilit y 
• 
Graduation fever is rising all over 
campus: At this time of year, Seniors 
are both tense and elated at the pro-
s~t of receiving that long sought 
after Howard degree. But as the 
celebrations arc being planned, it' s 
important that Seniors here are. also 
thinking about what they, as 
graduates, mean. It means that they 
are rare and that they have a 
. responsibility . -
On the face of it, there seems to be 
much evidence of progress of Blacks 
in higher education. For example, 
Gerald Gill in his book, ''Meanness 
Mania'', reveals that frc.m 1970-1977, 
Black college . enrollment increased 
• • 111.3 percent. The early 80's saw over 
one million Blacks in the ranks of 
higher education. But these numbers 
are not as jmpressive as·one might be 
M-ayor Barry's 
. . 
Cr.edibility ~ Poses 
.. led to believe. For example, enroll-
ment figures.for 1976-77 revealed that 
half of all Blacks in higher education 
were enrolled in two-year or com-
munity colleges. By 1984, that figure, 
as repo·rted in a paper entitled ''Sav-
ing the African American Child'' 
done by the National Alliance of 
Black School Educators, (NABSE) 
had decreased to 1/ 3. In addition, the 
report noted that' many of the pro-
grams in the community colleges in 
which Blacks ·were enrolled, did not 
give credits towards a baccalaureate 
degree. 
Howard Seniors are a pan of a rare 
group for another reason. According 
to the .NABSE report, while 7S per· 
cent of all White high school 
graduates ao to college, only 20 per-
cent of Black high school graduates 
go on to college. Moreover, only 12 
percent of Blacks who enter higher 
education actually complete college. 
This Collegiate attrition rate, due to 
many~feasons, is evidenced in a 
microcosm right here at Howard. 
Seniors who have endured Howard 
for the past four, or more years, have 
witnessed a great deal. In the last four 
years, Howard has unveiled a 
modern School of Bu'siness and 
Public Administration. The School· 
of Business, according to Howard's -
new brochure. ' 1has one of the fastest· 
growing enrollments of any school or 
college in the University. ''Thirteen 
million dollars was spent on the con-
struction of the new building to ac-
commodate the rising number of ap-
plicants for business and computer 
training. Surely, nothing is wrong 
with learning the secrets of finance 
and computer programming and 
operation. However, unless we are 
learning not only how to operate a 
computer, but how, in essence, to 
make computers obsolete, then we 
are only training our people to be 
slaves to the whim and fancy of the 
• 
Problem Andrew Skerritt 
• Poor Foreign Policy, 
• 
' f Mayor Marion Barry heads an ad- least politically liable. The manner in 
ministration which has a credibility whicli the issue has been handled up 
problem big enough to become the to now has only heightened the 
dominant issue in this year's mayoral distrust of the residents of the less af-
c a"m pa i g n . fluent neighborhoods . The creation 
The problem is that the D .C. of a temporary jail facility in a 
Government has been rocked by a residential N.E. neighborhood is a 
series of corruption scandals involv- strong indication that the Mayor 
ing some·of Barry's closest aides and would rather anger his Black consti-
that many D.C . . residei;:its ..hp.v;e ~~y,Jtba~r£Onfr~nt ;th~ pawerful 
become vefS' distrus·tful of t!le Mayor real estate interest . 
as a result· of his handling of the So where docs the issue of the 
prison ..... site ---n ·rue-. - M&yor's CfC<Iiliilit:Y.lcavc his ctiancCS 
The incidents of officia1 corruption for .ie-clection? Barry's re-election 
are well documented: The most will no doubt hinge on whether 
shocking case was the case of Ivanhoe anyone can galvanize enough .support 
Donaldson, a former .mayor and for an anti-corruption platform and 
·Barry's campaign manager •. who was organize effectively ag~nst Barry's 
jailed for misappropriat~ng . over burgeoning political machine . 
$190,000 from a special city fund . - · . - -.- . 
Another city official in th~ depart- ~. in the meantime, is not 
ment of Employment Services was waiting t~ be taken. Although he has 
jailed for stealing city funds, and not C!ffic1ally announ~ plans for .re-
Dcputy Mayor for Finance clect10.n, his un-offic1al . campaign 
Alphonsse Hill is currently under in- committee h~ already raised almost 
vestigation for allegedly receiving $ISO,cx;x>, w~ich has come mos~ly 
questionable payments. from big ~us1ness and real estat~ 1n-
'lhe Mayor has nOtDeen directly tcrests. His opponents have raised 
linlc.ed to any cases of misusing public less than $10,000 among them . . The 
funds but he has not gone entirely '1111ayor. has ~so tB:kc!l the potentially untou~hed in the series of scandals cxpl<;istve pnson site issue to !he c<;>m-
which have plagued his administra- muruty streets ~nd as election ttme 
tion . No one can forget that the draws near he will no doubt demand 
. I oc·ation with a that the federal government take 
Mayor s c <!Se ass 1 . responsibility to solve the problem . 
woman conVlcted of selling drugs tar- F B d · 
nished his image and left his loyal . or now, arry must ~tan be~nd 
' As an aspiring Black Journalist, I 
have become increasingly concerned 
over the recent develqpments off the 
Libyan coast and in Central America, 
and the Reagan Administratio~s 
gross manipulation of the mass media 
to accomplish dubious foreign policy 
objectives 
Last week, the U.S. Navy's 6th 
fleet engaged in a ~ief ,.copt~~t.,~it~h 
several Libyan battleship~ in · put~ 
waters. With tile cfaims anCI counter 
claims, what r~illly happened 1n IhC' 
Gulf of Sidra may never be known. 
However, fairly reliable reports in-
dicate that several Libyan gunboats 
were sunk, but the U.S. ·ships receiv-
ed no damage. What happened off 
the Libyan coast is not only a 
demonstration of reckless U .S. 
power, but one of the most blatant 
acts of provocation ever witnessed in 
that volatile region . 
The official reason given for 
holding the military exercises in 
disputed waters was to show 
Ameris;:an support for international 
law in regard to the shipping lanes in 
the area . However, the unofficial 
reason for the exercise was to pro· 
voke a confrontation with Libyan 
leader Muammar Kaddafi in order"to 
punish him for supposedly suppor-
ting international terrorism. 
Whichever rationale we take, both 
claims are preposterous. First, the 
United States refused to sign the Law 
of the Sea Convention, .hence it is 
ironic that a nation which has ref us-
_, ed to sign an agreement would go to 
war to protect or uphold the terms oJ 
that agreement. 
Second, the unofficial reason is 
strategically unsound. The exchange 
between the Libyan jll~ the ,.µ.~, 
military was a conventional battle, 
limited to conventional weapons. 
ConvCntiohal warfare, by its very 
·nature, is ine(fective against . ter-
rorism and is never applied as an anti· 
terrorism strategy. 
Arc we now to believe that the 
limited engagement in the Gulf of 
Sidra can stop or even deter ter-
rorism 1 The answer is an emphatic 
no! Conversely, the U.S. provocation 
is very likely to spur on any would-
bc terrorist who is convinced, now 
more than ever, that their opposition 
to the United States is justified. 
My concern over the situation in 
Central America, specifically 
Nicaragua, stems frgm the Reagan 
Administration's persistence with a 
policy that has consistently failed for 
over a century. President Reagan is 
firmly committed to the overthrow of 
the ruling Sandinista government . 
Consistent with policy, he has 
pushed for congressional support of 
· t nconvinced of his his overall success 1n spurring 
const1tuen s u economic development within the 
i n n o c enc c · District, but the larger question of his . 
Barry has also lost the confidence credibility still remains unanswered. · 
of many of his most staunch sup- However, allowing corruption to' 
Letters ·to · The Rditor 
' 
porters over the prison site issue. This thrive under .his administration is a Dear Editor: 
time the mayor is charged, not with betrayal of the public trust . Rev . 
looking out for his own interest, but Jesse Jackson said recently in an on- Who· among us can say we are not 
with being insensitive to their (his campus address that a Black politi· affected by our family life, or by the 
grassroot supporters) interests and cian must have moral appeal and that lack of one? Today, so many con-
concerns. Many D.C. residents are he (the politician) has the obligation ccrned Americans fear that ir-
convinced that the location of any not to bring shame on his people. It reparable harm is being inflicted 
prison site within the District will de- seems as if Mayor Barry has failed on upon our nation's future. due to the 
d on the area the ma or considers both counts. - ·- disintegration of American family life ::.:;::.::::::..:::;::.::::::..:::::.:::..:::::::::::::!!......::::::.!!..:::::::.::.!::;... _______ -..J impacting on our children. In his 
1----------------------------; state of the Union Addl'ess on 
Editor-in-Chief 
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Jonathan M•tthews 
February 4, President Reagan voic-
ed a meaningful point for us all when 
he said ''We must' also look to the 
condition of America's families,•• 
declaring that "in the welfare culture, 
the breakdown of the family, the 
most basic support system, has reach· 
ed crisis proportions -in fez:nale and 
child poverty, child abandonment, 
horrible crimes, and detoriating 
schools.'' Distress over the state of 
America's families transcends pany 
lines, as rightfully it should. New 
York's Governor Marion Cuomo and 
Senator Daniel Patrick ll:foynihan are 
examples of Democrats cxpfCSSina 
concern over the problem equal to 
our Republican president.Governor-
Cuomo has consistently referred to-
America as a ''family,'' that, in his 
view, should be carina and suppor-
tive of its members who are disadvan· 
tagcd. Senator Moynihan concludes 
in his latest book, Family and 
Nation, 
iutenalloUl Editor Artis! · Ad•ertlslaa Moa•1<r "that the future of a society may be 
•nwi£0 Dlamini - . forecast by how it cares for iti 
Brian Ross young.'' The Senator calls for na· 
14-...:.' -~-----~""':.....---------,-------j tional policies de••ina with the pro. 
blems of America's f•milies, predlc-
litll "that within JO years the DllJori· 
ty of 17'year-olds will come from 
11rdkcn families,'' wamina that ''the 
tragedy of broken families la not on-
ly a Black problem, but now a 
amoral problem ...• ctWienae to the 
conatjencc , Q..f ~L~' . .. 
'· 
AJ lilCltrHO-«hr tditor SI rmd wlm. I ' WI 'h aJr ..,C 111tAJ mot..,.. lat priM w:b <me. Submit-" 
--· 1ftler,pedwl4' b' J M --· ¢ U..JCIOWOI•. Tiii ii 1fs·forJeulnla~ 
.., 5 p.a. Wrlle: n. H•op, 2117 Powdl.111 11 N.W., ·We 'I •CID· o.c. Thi W•op • 1 1 •• tbc 
,...'° ....................... 
. - - - ·- -
'""Jlle••' 'a, ..... , 1~-.tM~,...otnt.fM ado•• B1rdllcltbcopia'°"9of 
Hav4 ui..-Ut*, lu M•tttar.UO., tM. Hilltop Soard or tke st•de•t bo41.'' 
Having Personally exp er· •llCltl the 
- - . - ·-
emotional trauma of abandonment 
as a child due to a broken home, I 
could not agree more. For cightee1_1 
years, I grew up in a succession of or-
,phanages and foster care homes, 
never having been adopted. I know 
all t<io well the pain of these children 
suffering from America's crisis in the 
family, their f~ling of being un-
wanted and unloved. If not for the 
intervention duriilg my adolescence 
by the Loomis family, selfless 
volunteers acting as my mentors, I 
would never have overcome the. 
anguish of my childhood. Thanks to 
the Loomis' counsel and support at 
a time when I needed it most, I sur-
mounted the obstacles burdened 
upon me by my upbringing to 
become a productive, contributing 
member of society. But, I realize that 
I was extremely fortunate. Far t.oo. 
m1ny of these children who have lost 
the essential guidance of a family 
have no recourse for help. 
The care that government provides 
for theie deprived children is already 
O\'ertaxed; as there arc currently over 
one million children living in the 
)'OUtb foster care system. But this 
care only extends to a definite limit. 
When th ... yo11111 people reach the 
qc of 18, they become Ieaally eman-
cipated ond are forced to leave foster 
care. Since so many of them arc ill-
pr-ed to live on their own, they in-
evitably return to wclfan: as adults. 
Their only other options for the 
future are iDStitutiomliution, prison 
or to join the I., million homdeu 
youths, called 'throwaway kids," 
wbo...Mve run. away from, or been 
abt'\Mned by their families, to 
whom poverty ii the normal way of 
life. : This arowlns problem\ is Ti"'ll7 ffisl>-lna as over a dllrd 
... ,_ ....... infoct:a: day an oWlr 15 yW. old, 
pr• r ''rrc the llC when they mllll 
. . .. - - -
' 
modern world's latest technological 
craze. ' 
Once we were trained to work the 
cotton gin, then till the land Booker 
T . Washington-style, then trained to 
work in factories when manufactur·· 
ing was in vogue. Now, as manufac-
. turing is thrown into the trastvcan of 
technology-history, and ..Service-
industry is the word, we art trained 
for computers. All ' the while 
however. we never rise to the cUtting 
C<fge of industry, at the stage of plan-
ning and innovation which would 
earn Black people both money and 
rC$pect . 
College graduation has traditional-
ly meant entrance into an educated, 
skilled, and elitist middle class. 
Howard graduates have, historically, 
typified this sort of individual. Yet, 
unlike Howardites of times past, who 
graduated with the notion that their 
graduation was reducing the number 
of poverty-stricken Blacks, today's 
Howard graduate is faced with the 
disturbing growth of an ''underclass'' 
or what sociQlogist E. Franklin 
Frazier called, ''a large, degraded, ur-
ban proletariat." Today, there are no 
illusions that the masses of Blacks 
will rise economically with a college 
degree. 
Surprisingly enough, the growth of 
the Black middle class during the 
1970's, as a result of affir'mative ac-
. . 
tion, seems to hav$ had a cjisheanen-
ing effect. Instead of fuelina hopei of 
eventual Success for all Blacks, the 
growth of an undCrclaSs in the face 
of middle class expansion has rein-
f orccd the notion that this country ii . 
dead against any mass re-alignmntt 
in the social/economic position of-
Blacks. ' · . 
Slack college gr&dua"tes have a 
responsibility, by virtue of their rari-
ty, to understand these forces in mo-
tion and to formulate viable plans of 
action. Howard's relation with the 
community, as many students know, 
is poor. It is indicative of the larger 
misunderstanding between the Blacb 
of varying class. Something must be 
done. Howard graduates, as future 
leaders, must be a vital pan of any 
effort to re-establish the.old lines of 
communication. 
Howard graduates should be 
aware. On May 10, we will listen to 
the speeches and will rejoice the ac-
complishments of the last few years. 
Hopefully, the Bison spirit will over-
come the new alumni and will be us-
ed constructively, with an eye 
towards the future, a foot in the pre-
sent, and an car to the whispers of the 
past. 
-Torin Sanders is a Hilltop Ediroria/ 
Columnist and a graduating Senior. 
Media Manipulation 
the Contra rebels who are trying to the airwaves to put the Contra Jid 
overthrow the Nicaraguan govern- issue before the American people. In-
ITTent . The House of Representatives stead of laying the foundation for an 
has rejected the President's request educated public debate, tbC President 
for SIOO million in military aid to tile only succeeded in delivering one of 
Contras, but the Senate voted to suP.. the most oUtrageow:' ''red·baiting'' 
port the aid package. speeches, ostensibly designed to . 
With the recent clashes between the awaken Amcri~ to the existence of ' 
Contras and the Sandinistas and a communist threat on their 
.hejgh~n~;t~~tl.,ill'the a~111 il!lj• ~..,, .,c. .,. ~ .(! ). 
vef.y likely that President Reagan will - TliC.intensc propaganda has con-
S?On get his r_ffiu~tcp_~q~ W..h!l.,1\.his tinued unr~l~nfJnBly, espcci.Uy in the 
means is that U.S. military equip- White House's news releases on the 
ment will continue to increase the apparent Nicaraguan-Honduran 
death toll in Central America, all in conflict. 
an effort to defeat the President's Meanwhile, the news media have 
menacing spectre·communism. willingly served the Administration's 
This also means that the U.S. has design by neglecting to give the 
decided to follow a foreign policy line American people an enlightened 
which has sent billions of dollars historical perspective of American 
worth of military equipment and foreign policy in Central America. 
thousands of American soldiers int6 Past failures by the news mCdia 
Central America costing thousands helped make the worst of the disaster 
of innocent lives (especially Central in Vietnam. 
American lives). . It is important that the media, in 
U .S. foreign policy has also failed fulfilling its vital role in America's 
to alleviate the poverty and opprcs- democracy, resist further manipula-
sion of the over-whelming masses of tion and prevent future errors. 
the region. Any policy with such a ,.. Failure to do so can only mean con-
record of failure should be revised . tinued perversion of this democracy 
What I find to be the most distur- which the Reagan Administration is 
bing trend, however, is Reagan's ·so committed to preserve. 
gross manipulation of the mass 
media. 
On March 16, the President took to 
-Andrew Skerritt is Editorial Editor 
for the Hilltop 
suffer second abando11ment, forced skills as how to find a job, maintain 
off the foster care system upon wbi.ch · steady employment, manage an in-
they have been entirely dependent. If come, and learn the home and con-
Governor Cuomo's analogy 'bf sumer economics needed for sclf-
America as one ''family'' is to have sufficiency, these young people can 
any relevance, then we as a nation leave behind the deprivation ofthCir 
must be prepared to guide and sup- childhood and become responsible, 
port these abandoned young people independent adults. 
past the age of maturity, as any lov- Ulti~atcly, this·t~k of aiding our 
in' family would do for its own underprivelegcd fellow citizens in 
children. becoming tnil.y emancii>ated cannot 
This should not mean another ex- be accomplished by goveinment 
tension of the welfare system, since alone. President Reagan advocates 
America's resources arc already be- volunteerism. So do I. But my forms 
ing severely drained by the continual of voluntcerism combine. a commit-
cycle of children on welfare becom- , ment to frugal spending on cost-
ing adults on welfare. But the effective programs with 89 equal, harm being inflicted by this l{jcious heartfelt commitment to ,successful 
cycle is not measurable by the waste activism on behalf of the disadvan-
of tax money, but by the waste of tax taged. Through volunteer P"'lfllllS 
payers. We canno~ realize our fullest assisting the children of foster care, 
potential as a nation if our greatest we will reduce the need for aovern· 
resource, the children who possess mcnt spending to care for these 
this country's future. continue to be young people. But the area.test 
squandered and abandoned to paver· strcnath of voluntecrism lies in iu 
ty
00
by th~ milil!ions, instead .of Jcadina galvanization of people orpoized to 
pr uct1vc ves. A soluuon t<? the help those less fortaani•c to help 
problem has al~eady p~esented 1~lf · themselves, intendini to build 1 bet-
and demands immediate attention tcr country for:.us an. Government's 
and support. Last year a New York bili't t · ham eel if the 
Supreme Court judac ruled that no 1 Y • 0 serve 15 ~~ 
' f iii' d' h · people It represents an: not wUltR• to 1ostcr care ac tY. may 1sc arg~ ~y shoulder more of the 
YOUlll person 
0
Wltbout SU~?D Twenty-five years qo, Democnti 
and a place to li~e. The court clecid- ond Repo•blira• alike were olirred by 
ed 1n favor of SIX hom~esa, yo11111 the wo'rds of Proejdent Jobn F x.. 
men who had brough1 IUlt • .. In•~ Dody, "Ask not what your . ..;.y11ry 
s1;&te of New York foll~ their can do for you, aak what )IOU can do 
discharae from f~ care, which left f .. What • 
them unprepared for emancipation or your counlry. II •• '"'>' 
and forced them to live on the ltl eett to serve our country tb•n to bew 
bis. r· committecI to curlns tlri Ills of -In t case, the S~preme Court 0 next 111111r11ion to reach out Md 
New York has sanc:tioncd, C\'eD men.. cbaR lb · mil"--· f 11· 
datetl. the mQ&t sensible solution 10 blJk::ftbli ii 0 :;•·•"• •• 
the rkfna tide Of datftnte Childnn IO ftU Ub I ~._ '- -~ tlelpifr,-
depmed Of flllliliel. Tbelc - " I w•m ..... I .,.. pECG • 
people mllll be taucbt the ~= for !be fllbare. ~ 
aiuils tac) :1~~'1.i L" •Jr'Co11· ~ ~-. Oiucuw -
members of~. iDd1p n41 at or 
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residential Forum 
Helps Leadership 
Tuanda Ward · themselves, ''-said Moore, ''then they 
Hilltop St•ff Reporter can in turn go back to their group of 
-people "they -represent and com-
municate these positive things.'' , Forming unity among the 
presidents of campus organizations 
and developing and strengthening 
their leadership abilities is the pur-
pose of a new organization, the 
Presidential Forum, according to 
Leonard Clay, founder. 
Clay, who is president of the 
Abram Harris Ecof(>mic Society, 
and Ronnie Moore, president of the 
Computer Base Information Systems 
Society (COBISS). f 
'',We thought that by bringing the 
presidents together into one organiza-
tion, we would .be able to help im-
prove networking and communica-
tion among the campus leaders,'' said 
Clay.' 
One of the reasons the Forum is 
important is because. o-f the lack of 
student participation in campus ac-
tivities, he added. 
''Why are students not at events 
that could really improve and 
enhance their knowledge that they are 
receiving at Howard?'' asked Clay. 
''We need to find out why student 
participation on Howard' s campus is 
lacking and I think we can do it 
through the leaders by making them 
ask themselves whether or not they 
, are providing the quality leadership 
that gets a quali1 y following." 
Moore said that he wanted to help 
start the Forum because of the lack 
of campus leadership. ''The ability to 
lead and motivate students is' lack-
ing,'' he said. 
''Students still don't seem to know 
what they want to do . When I hear 
of organizations having financial 
problems or having problems putting 
on programs, I say, why, an.d then 
ask what is the president, vice-
president, or treasurer doing . But it 
always comes back · down on the 
president .'' 
''If we can unify the leaders and 
promote -positive things and 
strengthen some things within their 
or anizatio ns and within 
Th·e term ''networking'' is used 
very loosely, according to Clay. 
''You hear a Jot of students talking 
about networking but, you don't see 
it going on in a larg~ quantity\'' he 
said. 
''If we can pull the network system 
together now, then the type of system 
we are trying to set up will go on." 
Plans to organize an alumni group 
from the Forum are in progcss. Clay 
said. Those entering the work force 
will eventually come together again 
and plan bigger projects, he added . 
The group also plans to organize 
the Forum at other Black colleges. 
''Perhaps this would start a network 
of presidents," said Clay. 
The Forum is also geared towards 
helping presidents who are elected 
but have never parti'cipated in an ex-
ecutive order. 
He said the presidents will be 
taught the formats and procedures 
needed to secure facilities for pro-
grams and speakers as well as how to 
present themselves as leaQers. 
Within the Forum, the presidents 
will be able to express their concerns 
about running ' heir organizatioits or 
any other problems they may have . 
In addition to promoting leader-
ship, the group has several annual 
events planned. The largest project is 
Prep Day which involves bringing 
high school, junior high and elemen-
tary school students to the campus to 
spend a day with a president and to 
observe leadership roles. 
1 ''Effective leadership helps people 
make decisions,'' said Moore. '' If we 
don't promote leadership , then we 
should ask ourselves why we are here. 
Our goal should be to perpetuate the 
entire 'race.'' 
''Whi!C we're here 'at Howard and 
after '''e leave, we hope that the 
presidents will take a stand to 
motivate and develop the people they 
represent.'' 
Golden ey 
Condnaed from Pap· 1 
''You have eneraies that are yet un· 
tapped. Your pursuit of excellence is 
a drama yet completed,'' she said. 
Two scholarships were awarded at 
the reception to new initiates Charles 
M. Boyd a junior majoring in 
Zoology and Carl Doualass Hayes, a 
senior majoring Zoology. Both were 
selected for their scholastic ability, 
participation and leadership in col-
legiat~ activities and extracurricular 
' activites. 
Elaine Gooden, vice president of 
Howard's chapter, said that the 
chapter is now working on 
establishing committees and in-
tegrating the group of initiates. 
Nurse J ' 
. --Continued from Page 1 
Department. '''fhat would be im-
possible in a hospital,'' he added. 
The note was taken to Lawrence 
Dunmore, the medical director of 
HUH's employee health unit, asking 
''to be e1(cused from treatment of pa-
tients iri. isolation wards and to be 
assigned elsewhere.'' Ward alleges 
Dunmore informed her that she 
would 'not be reassigned ''and would 
have to take leave from work ." 
In his ansWer to the complaint, 
University Counsel Johnny Howard 
admits Dunmore did not reassign 
Ward, but he denies she was told she 
would have to take leave from work . 
Another note fiom Goodman 
dated Oct . 9, 198S, was submitted by 
Ward to Rita Rigor-Matory, an 
obstetrician in the hospital's health 
unit, in which Goodman reconfirm-
ed that Ward should ''not care for 
patients in isolation, patients with 
contagious diseases, or patients with 
enteric (intestinal) blood and body 
nuid," as cited from the complaint. 
Rigor-Matory certified that Ward 
was then 12 weeks pregnant, with 
''no immunity to rubella.'' She was 
also susceptible to Hepatiti s a 
because of a lack of surface an-
tibodies in her s)rstem, she said. 
Murder 
Continued from Page I 
Amo111 . the projects the Howard · 
chapter will initiate are community . 
projects, social projects, aroup pro-
jects, tutorifli, freshmen orientation 
and adopting a hiah school. 
"I feel really honored to be a 
member of the society. It is an oppor-
tunity for me to meet so many peo-
ple from such varied academic 
backgrounds. It is a way to fulfill my 
social responsibilities and help peo-
ple that are less fortunate 
(academically)" Gooden said. 
The Howard chapter of Golden 
Key will be participating in. the Na-
tional Association of Student Person-
nel Administrators (NASPA) con-
ference. April 2-5. Ten thousand stu-
dent personnel professionals from of-
fices of student activities, orientation 
' 
Rigor-Matory suggested, ''that 
(HUH) should follow (Goodman's) 
restriction . '' 
While Howard admits Matory 
reviewed the note and agreed that 
Ward was 12 weeks pregnant, he 
denies that Matory advised HUH to 
follow Goodman's restriction . 
Smith said tltat while there is no 
isolation ward at HUH, ''rooms are 
declared isolated according to the 
pa1·ticular disease a patient may 
have.'' 
Carolia Clark, acting associate 
director of HUH's department of 
Medical Nursing, informed Ward 
that her work f!;C tivities would not be 
restricted as Goodman had recom-
mended and HUH ''would not accept 
a proposition," according to Banov . . 
Another note was written by 
Goodman on Nov . 5, 1985, st.ating, 
''We are recomm·ending that (Ward) 
be restricted for participating in the 
care of any patients diagnosed as hav-
ing hepatitis or AIDS,'' according to 
court documents . 
Juhnn y Howard confirmed 
HUH's receipt of that letter and he 
,maintained that Gwendolyn Webster, 
the nursing director wrote Ward a 
mefl\orandum stating HUH could 
not honor Goodman's restrictions, 
according to the HUH's rebuttal . . 
''An offer was made to reassign 
(Ward) to the temporary position of 
• 
and residential ~lfe will pther 10 
share ideals and dtvelop new ones. 
Accordina to Saunden, the pur-
pose of the conference wlII lie "to 
promote different types of ~uca­
tional programs on the colleae level 
and to integrate resources to provide 
students with the most productive 
educational experience.'' 
Royal, the current Undergraduate 
Trustee-elect for the Howard Board 
of Trustees and Secretary General of 
the Light National Model of the 
Organization of African Unity, said 
that he is very erithusiastic about 
what is to come for the chapter. 
''Being president gives me an op-
portunity to set the wheels in motion. 
It's exciting, dynamic and challeng-
ing, and I love challenges,'' he said. 
Unit Secretary in a relief· capacity,'' 
according to HUH's answers to the 
complaint. 
Ward accepted the secretarial posi-
tion but only worked for two days . 
As a secretary she had to incut; a 
change in shift and a much lower rate 
of pay, according to court 
documents. 
Ward has been on leave ''effective-
ly since Nov. 23, 1985,'' said Banov, 
although her application for leave 
was not officially accepted by HUH 
until sometime in January 1986. 
Claiming violations of the Federal 
Rehabilitation Act and the District of 
Columbia Human Rights Law, Ward 
affirms that HUH essentially 
suspended her, since a reasonable ac-
comodation was not ·made for her. 
The Federal Rehabilitation Act 
states that reasonable accomodations 
must be made for someone deemed 
handicapped, while the District of 
Columbia Human Rights· Law is a lot 
broader. It (the D.C. law) applies to 
bodily and mental handicap condi-
tions. 
If an out-of-court settlement is not 
made, Banov said the trial may be 
held sometime next winter, since the 
case· has not received a. trial date . 
Wafd is a 1983 graduate of the 




at Co_ok ·Hall . 
Dormitory 
Robert L. Frelow, Jr, 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
• 
An alleged rape in Cook Hall dor-
mitory was reported to the Office Of 
Residence Life February 23, accor-
ding to William Keene, dean of that 
office. 1 
"We had a report, but toe young 
lady involved has refused to rtle 
charges,'' said Keene. 
''The young lady involved is not a 
Howard student,'' he said and add· 
ed that the initial report was that the 
alleged victim was a Howard student. 
Keene would not say whether or 
not the male (or males) involved was 
an athlete. ' 
Kermit Blount, the resident 
counselor at Cook said he is not real· 
ly sure what happened and what is 
being done about it. He said he has 
not received any information from 
University officials. 
Efforts to obtain further informa-
tion from the Universit_y's Office of 
Security and Safety Services, as well 
as the Third District Metropolitan 
Police Department failed : 
According to Monetta Anderson, 
an attorney in the University's Divi-
sion of Legal Affairs, the Incident 
Offense Report from the Howard 
University Security Office, states that 
the young lady involved did not seek 
any medical attention or inform the 
metropolitan police. 
''I don't believe a report was filed 
with (D.C.) police," said Keene. 
''We are going to follow up on the 
situation to see if any University stu-
dent conduct codes have been 
violated.'' 
While Cook is commonly referred 
636-7925 between 9 a.m. ands p.m . Community News to as the athletic dormitory, Keene 
on weekdays and 636-7777 at all Continued from Page 2 stressed that it (Cook) is not just a 
ocher times. Students may call dormitory for athletes. ' fThere are a 
anonymously and give information time to (postpone) publication aJTt\ 1few students who live tliere who do 
about illegal activities in the dorm . start reorganizing procedures. not participate on any of Howard's 
and the need to follow rules and '' It should be abundantly clear that When asked if he planned on cOn- athletic teams. '' J 
guidelines designed to protect any se.curity system depends - bottom tinuing to work as coordinator Feal- There was a change· in visitation 
residents and their guests ." · e - on the cooperation of the stu- ing responded, ••I 'II be here.'' hours for the residents at Cook prior 
According to the letter, ·m sures d t residehts, the overwhelming ma- Jahed said, ''If the university gives to the alleged rape. Last year:, 
that ''have been or w· t en'' to jo · of whom act intelligently and us that type of budget we could be students were allowed to have 24 
step up security nclude: special ' responsibly. Unfortunately, a hand-.. (Howard's commercial radio station) hour visitation. This ye"1" they are 
coverage by Howa d's Security and ful or resident s jeopardize everyone WHUR in print if we get enough limited to visitors between 12 p.m. to 
Safety Services a of March 27; by stuf?idly putting their personal money from the university. We stop- J2 a .m. weekdays and 12 p.m. to 2:30 
. . . . . . convenience or greed ahead of the ped (publication) in order to get . a.m. on weekends, according to 
per1od1c 1dent1f1cat1on checks of safety and welfare of their col- help." Blount. • 
visitors and_ residen_ ts at che hall's en- leagues .. . ,'' the letter stated. K · ''We felt a change in visitation 
II f aggwa said, ''Next year's paper trance; retnsta at1on o emergency Some dormitory residents said they - 1 h hours would be more conducive to I h ( h . h h b · s1mp y as to be 100 percent . We're !~ ep. ones w 1~ ave e~n kngw i. ~ incident and c~earing house.'' .~ the St\lil)lhours of the residents,'' 
,, ' • c.epcatedly ya~lized and. stolen~ ha>Je.. s.,...of the._ _ _.._.~-,.....--.....,.,...~-.,,...~ said1Kecnr:.~ \i.b11i , . .1u1:l1 . ;;;bootVJ 
, t~e past''~ <;>n. ~he , fl~rs; .redistribu- m . Pliee, a junior ~riot -Rc&inald Ball, a sopoo.iJ.ore maj~r- The Changedn visitati<in:'.hou.rs was~ 
• 
• 
No'". is t~he time to become a part of this 
dynamic profession ... and there is no finer train-
ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed 
Institute for .P'aralegal Training. After just four 
months of intensi\1e study. we will find xou a job 
in the citY. of your choice. We are so confident Of 
the marketabilfty of our graduates that \\'e offer a 
unique tuition refund plan . 
To learn how you can add market value to 




No matter what your age, if you plan on going 
to law school. a score Oller 40 can put spring in 
your step! 
'lb\i see. candidates who score l;>etween 
40 and 48 on the new I.aw School "J\dmission 
Test tjoy the best chance of being accepted 
to th( law school of their choice and going on 
te practice with top firms or corporations. 
Al. t!ie Stanley H. Kaplan Educational 
Centet LSro" preparation is a fine art. So much 
so that Kaplan has more "Oller 40's" gmds than 
arrv other !£st prep firm in the nation. 
Isn't thaljust the test edge 
your law career deseives? 
STANtf Y H. KAP\AN IDUCATIONAl aN18t LIO 
L 
The worlds leading test prep organization 
CAil DIM. M•1••--WIMI a•m··rr; MOM 
244-1456 
at C~ a M: 1 ""9., N.W., W ,. Sii i. D.C. 2DlllJU 
£..,.. l'M for she LSA1' 
end~ od'9r Ill 1 M •1 ~ 
t10~ of v1s1t~t1on gu1del1nes to a11 journ j°b'f Said that before he ing in architecture said, ''All I know decided during a meeting of the resi-
res1dents; strict enforcem~nt _of cu.r- received a copy of the letter in his dent counselor, student staff r~~t pr_ocedures for s1gn1ng 1n mailbox he didn't know about the about ·is the open letter Head members and some residents, accor-




Dad worjes hard for your money. 
So show him how understanding you 
can be. f1y to J.ondon on Virgin Atlantic. 
It'll only set him back $I 99, when you 
take advantage of our Sameday Fare. 
And you'll get all our extras at no extra.. 
charge. . 
So stop bf )'Our old man's travel agent 
the next chance you get.Or call us at (212) 
242-1330 or (201) 623-0500. 
After all your father's 
done for you, it's the least 
you can do for him. · 
All our extras at no extra ctiarae . 
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Pumping new lifebiood into a 
business can be as arduous as pump· 
ina iron; especially when, fittingly 












Hilltop Staff Reporter 
While performing kidney dialysis 
at a Southeast center in the District, 
technicians have found that besides 
But the new manager and owner of 
the ~oward Inn Health Spa, fresh 
from more than ten combined years 
of experience in physicS:l education 
and fitness, are doing just that . 
,------- --------------- ------:.·· having dysfunctional kidneys, · af-
flicted Blacks have callsative and 
medical problems scc,mirtgly peculiar 
to the race. 
Re-opened in February in space 
leased from the hotel, Manager 
Harold Singletary and owner Sheila 
Weaver (company name: Sheila 
Weaver and Associates) ·are in 
business and things are ''pumping 
up.•• 
As before, the spa maintains 
separate facilities for men and 
women, with features like Universal 
and free weights, exercise bikes~ a 
dry.heat sauna, heated pool and 
several aerobics and weight-training 
classes are considered standard. 
Three other services are not stan-
dard, however: individualized fitness 
coaching, a weight-loss program, 
both of which come equipped with a 
staff nutritionist, and massage ser-
vices by a licensed masseuse are also 
available, though on a per-class pay-
ment schedule and by appointment 
• only. 
Have things changed since Weaver 
and Associates took over? It .may be 
too early to tell, but ''we did some 
basic renovations, though we kept all 
of the original Cquipment, '' said 
Singletary, 26. ''Our main concern 
then--as now--is upkeep: we listened 
to our charter members and that was 
the basis of their concerns. So we 
went with it ." 
Currently, there are about 75 
members, mostly Howard profes-
si6nals and some students and staff. 
Membership rates arc extensive (see 
box), both in terms of time lengths 
available and costs, ranging from one 
week at SIS to one year for $299. 
The spa is located at 2225 Georgia 
Ave . on the third noor and is open 
Monday through Friday from I to 9 
p.m. and ·Saturdays, 11 a.m. to 7 
p.m. It is open to guests of the liotel 
on an unlimited and free basis . Call 
SinaJetary at the hotel at 462-5400 for 
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Learn to make credit worl</oryou. 
Now at your bookstore, 
· American Express Is providing · 
answers to your questions 
about credit. 
Perhaps a phone bill is in your 
nan1e. Or you're in charge of the rent. Or 
you have a credit card al your favorile 
depanmen1 s1ore. The fact is, any pay-
ment you make on anything could result · 
in a credit history on you. 
And that can be good 
Because if you plan to buy a car 
after graduation, for example, you may 
need a credit history to qualify for a loan. 
So being responsible for even a few bills 
now may be a good opponunity for you 
10 establish an excellent credit history 
for later. 
To learn more about credit and how 
to get ii, how credit bureaus work and 
information about the Consumer Credit 
Pro1ection Act, stop by the American 
Express• credit information table at your 
bookstore now 
~'ll even tell you how you can 
qualify for the American Express• Card 
now- before you graduate. After all, the 
Card is one excellent way to help you 
establish good credit. . ~ 
After your questions are answered, 
you can also take with you a Pl:rsonal 
Credit Record qrochure, compliments of 
American Express. 
And while you're pla,nning your 
future, be sure to enter THE AMERICAN 
EXA!Es.S" GO FOR THE CAATAL 
SWEEPSfAKF.S. Details and entry form~ 
at your bookstore. Sweepstakes ends 
May 30, 1986 
Where: HO\Wd Uni>ersity l!Qobfi>re .1 
2400 Sixth su..~ NW 
When: April 9, 1986 
.,,.._.,,.,( __ 
II Ari!d, For As Little A ,, s ... 
The health spa's membership 
schedule is extensive, with a variety 
of time period and costs. Each period 
includes a n1.1mber of i•free'' classes 
which,. says the manager, points to 
the differences between his spa and 
most others. 
One week of.unlimited use of the spa, 
plus one ''free'' class, your choice 
(see below), costs $'15 . . 
One year plus 24 classes is $299. 
Signing up for one, all or a combina-
tion of - the four offered exercise 
1classes--cal/ aerobics, aerobics plus, 
pool exercise, weight-training--is also 
possible. Costs: for four classes, SIS; 
for eight, $28; for 12, $36; for lg, 
$50; and for 24, $60. 
According to staff Jnembers at the 
Washington Metropolitan Dialysis 
Center (WMDS) at 900 M St., SE, 
habit and physiology common t'o . 
Blacks--salt-rich ethnic cooking, 
hesitancy to donate organs, poor 
health practices, type ''0'' blood--
make the number of Blacks afflicted 
with kidney disease higher than that • 
of other races . 
One month of unlimited use plus four 
free classes costs $45. Cal/ aerobics meets five times a week· aerobics plus meets six times a week: 
pool exercise meets twice a week· and 
weight-training meets three tmi.es a 
week. Length of individual class 
times varies. 
Dialysis is the process of 
mechanically cleaning waste products 
from the bloodstream; using a man-
made,plastic kidney--a function nor-
mally performed by healthy kidneys. 
Three months plus 12 classes is $120. 
Six months plus 18 classes is Si80. 
ThC p.rocess begins when a patient 
is ''acccssed''--or hooked up--to an 
arterial tube which pulls the blood 




ea Ith lines 
In addition to the services offered to patrons everyday by the 
Howard Inn Health Spa, Manager Harold Singletary is trying to 
entice Howard's finest--or those wanting to become fincst--to the 
Georgia Avenue spa with several specials made up just for 
students. Right n~· , they are: , ._ • >'Ji' ~ , • ;i • 
I . A one-day1tr al viiit :for $3~ lesser fQ'IJf\.xfa:•!'J"'·:tlii•1 
regular $5. St. ~· ents must .b, e a,t the Jspa .-~~~ ...... - an .. , v t...~ p .m. .. ,, .. 
2. A week's worth of membership for only $10, compared to 
the regular $15. 
3. A series of four classes--choose between cal / aerobics, · 
aerobics plus, pool exercise and/ or weight training--for 
$12, normally priced at $15. 
Meanwhile, the spa will be sponsoring a ''Novice Body-Building 
Contest'' on May 10, with prizes, hoopla and of course, a disco-
dance afterward. The entrance fee is $10 per person (which also 
pays foi entrance into the disco) and winners will receive cash 
and/ or trOphies . The event will be held at WUST radio head-
quarters at Ninth and V. streets, NW, and begins at 9 p.m. Call 
the spa for more information at 462-5400. . . 
. ' 
As part of HealthFlire USAs April Heifith Fair Month, free health ' 
screenings and health care activities will be offered at different 
locations tbroughout the greater Washington metro area. 
During this month, more than SO community sites--on April 23, 
one will be Howard's Family Health Center at 900 Rhode Island 
Ave., NW--in Maryland, Virginia and the District will be holding 
a health fair and offering free screenings for height, weight, blood 
pressure and visual acuity. (Most sites will provide additional 
health screenings.) 
Exhibits will provide information on nutrition and diet, using 
m,edications, heart health and cancer detection, among other 
things . Of course, health professionals will be on hand for 
consultation. ' 
For a list Or Healthf8reIOcat10nS or additional information, call 
the Pe0ple's Drug Healthfare Hotline at 529-0413 . 
''new'' clean blood through a venus 
tube and back into the patient's 
body. I~is ongoing: the process must 
be done three times a week, four 
hours per day. Without it, the patient 
will die. 
• 
Black Donations NII / 
The distinct type ''O'' blood, 
which is common to but not limited 
to Blacks, makes Black donors 
necessary for transplants to afflicted 
Blacks. But the lack of qtjalified 
Black donors further exacerbates this 
problem. 
''The problem is that Blacks just 
don't donate," said technician Scqtt 
Taylor. Another fact is that Black 
kidneys work bettCr in Black patients, 
though we're not really sure why. 
Either way ,[from Black or White 
donors} seems to be OK for Whites.'' 
So, the only choice left for staYing 
@.'IJ>il · · at heioirdilliy1lCCI re-1· 
lt1 &2211 tq diet : 
Patients.mi l Say away from the col-
lard greens, the pork--even the 
bananas. ''There's enough potassium 
in one banana to kill (a patient]," 
said Taylor . Consequently, ''a diet 
low in sodium and potassium is the 
mainstay of dialysis patients and they 
really have to stick with it ." 
Jacob Wright, a dialysis patient at 
the center, describes his experience as 
''depressing, but I want to stay alive. 
Cutting back on [certain foods] I eat 




' ·Even though there are new and 
:cheaper forms of treatment now 
available, most patients are not wing 
them because of prohibitive costs, 
said Taylor. 1 • • 
At this J)Oint, visits cost about $200 
each time on the machine, and in the 
past, Medicaid and/ or Medicare has 
picked up the tab . However;·with na-
tional health care taking a back seat 
on the Reagan agenda, a crisis may 
be in the making. 
"The Troubled Teen: Early Warning Signs" will be held April 
. 11, at the Psychiatric InstitUte Foundation located at 4460 MacAr-
thur Blvd. , NW. Billed as an afternoon mini-course for profes-
sionals -who come into contact with troubled adolescents the 
course will emphasize the identification of teens at risk and t'he 
early signs which might forecast serious psychopathology. It will 
run from 11 a .m. to 4 p.m:; the registration fee is $40, which' in-
cludes the program and a simple box lunch. Space is limited. Cer-
tificates of attendance will be awarded, as the.course is rCcogniz-
ed by several educational groups. For more information, contact 
Audrey Cannamela at 82g.1888. -
Consequently, the WMCD is try-
ing to educate the public on preven-
tive health measures and new techni-
ques in nutrition and dieting for 
dialysis patients and those with less 
severe kidney problems. According to 
Taylor. new developments in dietary 
planning have increased life 
expectancy. 
What has not helped, said Taylor, 
a three-year veteran of the center, is 
that Blacks generally do not take care 
of their health. ''Blacks are prone to 
getting high blood pressure, to using 
harmful drugs and to ~ot taking their 
medications," he said. ''They have 




YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT THE C,,,..,_,aC,," TRAINING ll'IST\TUTE 
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W. 
THE NATION'S ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON, 
PROFESSIONAL'HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER 
All ~tyles are pre-selected and all students are r:nonltored by 
Licensed Professional Btaiders 
. ' $ 4 5 • 0 Oc1nclude1 eJ1ten1ion1) 
VISA • MASTER CARD • !tHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Soni/ No Check>) 
' 
Cell 723-'1127 end make your appointment todliy! 
• 
F1c~1 Staff & Administration · Welcome 
. ~- .. t:::o" 
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Howard Filni~ J\~~e~or To He would make political statements in paintinss until realiz-illfl, ~ confirmtd, that he wanted the 
fiaures to move. Soon after, his in-
volvement in film developed. Cur-
rently, he teaches Film Analysis, 
Cinema I, aad Film Directing, among 
other classes, in the School of 
Communications. 
' 
• Tackle Interracial Romance / ' 
• 
''An artist's role is to cOntribute to 
the humanity of society." he said. 
''All of my films make an attempt to 
address contradictions.'' 
And yet he noted that White Naifs 
offers no solutions to life. ''The cou-
ple is allegorical. They represent an· 
idea--community. If we look at that 
love affair as a European, an 
American, and a Black American, 
~e'll have yetter understanding.'' 
Oile technique used in White Nails 
is the use of a voice-over during an 
unrelated scene. For example, the 
main character, Gabriel, and his 
an81yst ~re heard conversing, while 
the viewer only sees a common ex-
terior shot. Crawford identified the 
traditional Hollywood film sound, 
where the character's dialogue is 
viewed, as synchronist parallel nar-
rative structure. ''This is limiting,'' 
he said. ''It's not, in my mind, a true 
expression of reality. Sound · has 
several levels, even· in your own 
·mind . '' ' 
- . .. - - - . .. . - - · --- - . - - . .. 
Joe Se~, (left),•• ...... Delta Mueuna•, bria1s Ills prot9 Ralpll Mattblo, (tnler), to IM crossroads. wllen eMy meet die llnl'• 
a11mber-one emluat)', Robert J•dd, (rf&llt) In the rum ''Crossroads.'' 
• 
'Crossroads': A Dead End last hit movie from two summers ago, The.. Kafate Kid. That movie 
The idea for the film ''came· a long featured a similar relationship bet-
time ago,·· Crawford explained. ween the old and experienced and the 
''Some Afro-American men will not Christopher Powell song to launch his blues career. -young and naive. Karate Kid work-
associate with Afro-American Hilltop Staff Reporter Eugene is sure that Willie Brown ed well, -especially bccause '1 of a 
women. A pan of acceptance into the alias Blind Dog Fulton-famous belt~ climactic show-down ending-. 
mainstream of society, they felt, was Few things are more disappointing blues musician, is alive and finally Crossroads tries to emulate ttic for~ 
through White women.•• than seeing a good idea go to wasie) locates him in the nursing home. mula but fails cc;>mpletely. In fact, 
He added, ''The men I knew, who The new film, Crossroads, seems in- Brown and Johnson were good there is not one point in the entire 
did it, weren't serious. It was power triguing and fresh at first, bUt it is friends years ago. In exchange for plot where the story idea really 
on one hand and powerlessness on ultimately an ill-conceived teaching . Eugene the fabled song develops into something thought-
the other. We would laugh at the melodrama. ~illieinsiststhattheyoungmanhelP provoking or entertaining • 
Aloozo Crawford, dlmtor of ''Walkllll 011 Wlllile NaUs.'' 
White boys who thought 'How did A would-be gem, the story is him escape and return to his native One good point in the movie, 
this powerless Black man get with this centered around an old Mississippi town in the heart of the Mississippi however, is the use of special effects 
attractive White woman?' It was blues legend of young musicians who Delta, where he hopes to return to the in dream sequences and flashbacks. 
reaching for power. It Was a way to trade their souls with the Devil for legendary crossroads. John Bailey, director ·of 
hurt the White man. Once it was fortune and fame as talentCd An interesting set up. However, photography, effectively combines 
Thomas Quash 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
over, the Black man could go back ''bluesmen. '' the plot then meanders as the two fantasy with _ _ realism: 
to being Black, Whites could not.'' !oe Seneca pla)'s Willie Brown, an travel to Mississippi, meeting a young Seneca, who recently appeared in 
The production, to be filmed in Crawford said that the U.S. has a , aging. Delta blues~an who, years runaway along the way named a \imilar role in Broadway's Ma. 
black and white, is scheduled to begin ''Schizophrenic'' reaction to Blacks. ~go. signed away his soul for sh?rt- Frances, (Jamie Gertz) with whom Rainey's Black &ttom, also con-
shooting June Ist and should be com· ••America can't do without us and lived fame and now languishes 1n a Eugene falls immediately in love·; the trib_t,1ted a fio.c. performance. 
pleted by mid- July. The pict.ure is doesn't want us . I will attempt to lock-up Ne~ York nursi~g home,.the unlikely duo become an even more Yet, he can't carry a stOfy whosC 
The romance between a Black den- also slated for a January '87 release make the viewer aware Qf contradic- end of the line after having been 1m- improbable trio as Frances joins them main focus is the boy Eugene, who 
tist and a White businesswoman is the date . tions. •• prisoned for shooting another on the road, where they encounter is unfortunately terribly miscast. 
focus for Walking on While Nails, a With the controversy surrounding Crawford noted that the response b I u es man . more than one kind of banal bigotry Macchio, while talented, just doesn't 
new independent film to be directed Black portrayals in the The Color is good and .the momentum is high Eug~ne Martone, plared. by Ralph and racism. Much of it is trite and fit the bill, hardly, credible as a 
• by Howard University associate pro- Purple Crawford claimed that the for his project, yet the lack of fin an· M~c~h10 (The !<arate Ktd) is a young anti- c Ii mac tic . talented blues guitarist from middle 
fessor Alonzo "'. <:;:rawford . issue was never settled . In regard to cial resources could ''open up to Ju1ll1ard prodigy from Long Island The main reason the movie goes class Long Island. The role seems to 
• 
C f d d h fil 
, his own film, he added, ''Hopefully, larger problems." and has ,an unusual love for the ~lues. astray is that the story is set up io have ibeen changed to fit the type 
raw or agree t at the 1 m s h -11 b Eugene s research has started him on make ·Eugene the hero. 01·rector Macchio 1·s used 10 play1·ng. subject matter, an interracial .issue, is t ere w1 e controversy . It is, . ''Money i-s the root of filmmaking . . 
indeed controversial . · 11 Js:t t SllPL!l 'b12··,1> b . •a t •tt ~at .first, i1haf .r-- lt is nearl)· impossible to make it -~~gee~da~~Yo~~lrau'bl~:;r~i~gs~~b~Ti ~a~jf~erHil~b~iiufiyrodhcoepredMatrok an Guenrntecz, easss~ihesluobv:pliontteervesent,wmeaakk1:. 
(he controversy will be as ongoing as peop e eg1n to understand the without it , '' he said . ''In this socie-~c Ct Pu t .. h .d ''W, issue •• .. - ...,.'llliCY a Black man is not supp.osed to · Johnson. Eugene hopes to use the it~ol(q,esuccessg{Mac;_(;ltio's . \Yith'hei: per rmance . 
.,,,e oor rpe e~'tl• ere . ~ . ...- • . . 
hoping to provide cont«i;x.t in which Or1g1nally, Crawford said , he make a film . Blacks have not rece1v- M .; • C · f 
people can discuss thit ,~ssue aQd ·: ""'.anJ~~ to be an ''Artist'' or ''Jet edfinancestoco~petewithfilmsa:ut Jftl• Oft. erence 
come out with clarity rather than con- v P~OI. Eventually, h~ chose commer- of Hollywo?d or independent White .. 
fu s i 0 n . ~ •·• .. ·~ ClliJ art as~a profession. European f1lmakers ." 0 ft 
· · an'd-coming yOung actors who may 
'ApRil fobl's DAy' soon be considered new members of 
. Hollywoods'.s extremely popular 
Carla N. Gardner 
· Hil ltop Staff Reporter 
''brat pack:'' 
Two of the most recognized 
members of this movie's cast are ac-




Marvin Gaye • 
·Remembered ' exua 
' 
Yes. April Fool's Day. Th-~{ 
especially odd day, set aside on the 
calendar for cheap jokes and empty 
humor. Wouldn't you just rather see 
a movie and call it a day? 
Just in case you answered~ '',Y cs," 
this year Paramount Pictures brings 
us the spine-tingling film, April Fools 
Day. starring Griffin O'Neal ·and 
Deborah Goodrich_. 
In this chiller, Ggodrich portrays 
Nikki Brashears, a sas!t.y former 
debutante, with a devilish sense of 
huntor, who is involved in the eerie 
happenings at a remote estate off the 







Think of April Fool's Day, tradi-
tionally the day reserved for pranks. 
But what if someone took the idea a 
few steps further? I 
In this movie, nine college students 
are about to have the most uriforget-
table experience of a lifetime as they 
spend a terrifying weekend at a New 
England summer home owned by one 
of their group members, who in-
cidentally lias planned a few ''soul-
rocking'' surprises for them. 
Taking \he holiday a couple of 
steps further is what producer Frank 
Mancuso, Jr. wished for "in a project 
to follow-up his huge success with the 
Friday the 13th film series. Mancuso 
felt there had to be a way to please 
audiences accustomed to horror ftlms 
such as Friday the 13th, and suspense 
thrillers molded in the Hit-
chcock/DcPalma tradition. 
April Fools Day stars a host" of up-
Daytime audiences knew Goodrich 
first as tumultuous Silver Kane in 
''All My Children." Carrying on 
family tradition is Griffin O'Neal .. 
Yes folks, Ryan O'Neal's son and 
Tatum O'Ncal's younger brother. 
This time he's on his own portraying 
Skip St. John . 
Mr. Preppy to the hilt, Skip is a 
young man to whom life tosses many 
a reckless adventure. Skip· is lazy, 
spoiled, and a compulsive swinger 
who makes a career out of being ir-
responsible. Sounds like someone 
you know? 
During a spring weekend, Skip 
helps to carry out a devilish elaborate 
scheme. Does it backfire on him? I've 
been sworn to secrecy. Sorry folks! 
All I can. tCll you is this: Anything 
in the fashion of Alfred Hitchcock 





Marvin Gaye would have been 47 
years old April 2 If be bad not met 
his untimely death two years aco. The 
veteran soul sinaer was killed la a 
domestic dispute on the day before 
bis birthday In 1984. 
curi~ity in any average moviegoer. _c..-------~~----..J 







is not Academic. 




ENTERTAINMENT BEAT Thursday, 
2:30 p.m. 
April IO,, I986 
• 
- -·- ------ ---~-- - -·- - - ----------- --· 
A Gospel Extavaganza will be held 
on Sunday, April 6th in Cramton 
Auditorium on Howard University~s 
campus. The show begins at 6:00 
p.m. and will feature gospel choirs 
from Howard University, ~ Shiloh 
Baptist Church, Bowie State CoUC:a#~ 
and Hampton University. Tickets arc 
S2 in advance, SJ at the door. ·' . 
· A., V&riel:Y show is scheduled for 
Monday, Aprll 7 at 7 p.m. in Cram· 
ton Auditorium. Ticket.• are SI. 
A si>riiig .faihion show is schci(liil: 
ed for Tuesday, April 8, at Cramton 
Auditorium. The show bu ~­
Planned by Howard University 
fuhion majors. Tickets are S2 in ad-




A Black Film Series is scheduled 
for Wednesday, April 9 a) 6:30 p.m. 
in the Blackbum Center Auditorium. 
Tickets' are SI. 
---
Local comediins will be perform-
ing in, the Punchout on Thursday, 
April lO at 7 p.m. There will be no 
chargC for admitiance. . 
' 
. ' 
.£~ ~· . . -
The Spring Arts Festival Picnic will 
be held at noon on Saturday, April 
12. The event will be held on the main 
campus yard of Howard University. 
For more information on these events 
· contact the Underaraduate Student 
~bly. These events are being 
sponsored by UGSA u part of their 
Spring Arts Festival Activities. 
. 
- o·KCuY isley: one or· thC Original . 
memlien of the group The Isley 
I 
Brothers, diCd Tuesday from a braiii 
hemorrhage. The eldest of the group, 
O'Kelly was 48-years-old when he 
met his untimely death. 
.. ~- . -
Mama. I Want To Sing is playing 
at the Warner Theater, 13th and F 
Streets, through Sunday, April 6. 
Tickets r811f1e from S16.SO to $27 .SO. 
The gospel musical from Off-
Broadway is centered around a youna 
glfl who yearns to be a nightclub 
Singer, asainst her mother's wishes. 
-- --- - . . -
. - ' -- - _, -
Hot Mikado, a swingtime venion 
of the Oilben and Sullivan operetta 
is playing at the Ford's Theatre; at 
Sil 10th St. NW, throup June I. 
Tickets r811f1e from S14 to S20. Half 
price tickets tire available to students 
a half hour befo"re ahowtime, subject 
to ticket availability. 
• 
• 5:30 p.m. 
~ . 




Olllc:e of Student Ac:tlvltlei 
Contact: _Bever~ Po@e tor . 
more lnlormatloil 
















SPEAK OUT • .,. 
• ~ -~ f. I • '.' 
, 
. . 
Do you think the Libyans 
~ :· ' • •• t. · 
were '' j.ustified in 
' I . . . 
, 
- -- . -
attacking tbe U.S. fleet • ID the ·· Gulf of Sidra? 
\ 
. 





''The Libyan aggression in attack· 
ing the U.S. was not justafiable just 
because the Americans crossed acer· 
tain point in foreign waters. The 
truth .is that with all the radio 
technology that the · military 
-possesses, " why couldn't the 
Americans have been warned before 
hand? This would have cut down on 
the exchange of warfi!fe that occurcd 
in the Gulf of Sidra. ;;a_ I think that 
the-Libyan attack o~ the U.S. was 
unjustifiable." -
Gerald 'fodd Johnson 
Junior 
IntemaUonal Business Marketing 
Denver, ·CO 
''I think Libya was probably 
justified in their attack on America 
because that is their land and the 
water is right off their coast. I look 
at what 'is said on network news and 












North Augusla, SC 
... 
'· 




''I believe that Libya was justified 
''I think it is a very critical situa- in their attack on the United States. 
tion. The information that Once again, the U.S. has flexed its 
Americans are subject to is very bias- muscle supposedly under the 
ed . Everyone should realize that the auspicies of proving that according to 
. information we hear or read is what . their law, th'ey had a right to be there. 
the U.S. wants us to hear and read. If this is the case then why was the 
I can rationally say that something is United States the only country in-
wrong, but I do not know both sides valved in this quest or conquest? The 
of the story. Ev~ryone wants their U .S. was looking for a reason to at· 
citizens to think that they arc justified tack Libya. Libya created one reason 
in their actions. News reports from and the U.S. attacked. I believe Libya 
Libya or from a country that is was justified in attacking the U.S." 
neutral in the conflict would give the 


















''Libya ·was wrong in attacking 
U.S. ships that were 100-miles away 
from their shores. Every country in 
the world recognizes that water 
beyond 12·miles of it's shore is inter-
national terrritory. Qaddafi should 
know he is wrong because the-USSR 
will not even back him up." 
" . " ' . . - . . . .. 









A Survival Kit 
*_MARKETING YOll.RSELF 
*INTERVIEWING SKILLS 





· OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLASS 
Date: April 11, 1986 
La<:ation: School of Business Auditorium, 2-4 p.m . 
. 










It's Easy To Qualify 
For $400 from Ford · 
Motor Company 
• You must receive at 
least a bachelor's <;legree 
or a state RN licet).se 
between October 1, 1985 
and September 30, 1986. 
• And don't forget ... you 
must receive at least a 
bachelor's degree or a 
state RN license between 
October 1, 1985 and Sep· 
teinber 30, 1986. 
These Vehicles Are 
Included In The Plan 






Computer Based Inform•tlon 
Systems 
All1nl1, GA 
-1'•1 think that Libya Was justified in 
attacking U.S. fleets in the -Gulf of 
Sidra because they were undeniably 
provoked , by the U.S. naval fleet 
which crossed the ''line of Death''. 
The Reagan administratibn was look-
ing for an opportunity to strike at , 
Qaddafi because of his tough talk 
and te~rorist tacticr. Unfortuantely, 
Qaddafi played right into Mr. 
Reagan's hands. But, Libya was 
within its rights in protecting what it 
thinks is their territorial waters.'' 
You are eligible for $400 
even if you don't finance 
your ·purchase. Use it 
toward your down pay· 
ment or get a check from 
Ford after the purchase 
or lease. ' 
The amount of your pre· 
approved credit is deter· 












Mercury: Lynx, Topaz, 
Capri, Cpugar 





Reasons -lor the , 
Breakdown 01 the.· 
. Black Fam.lly 
Wedn~•clay, · AprlJ '' . I986 
6. O ~m. • 8:30 p.m. · 
. a er_g·rad 11· e 
_________ L;..-lb ............ r ;;.;;,a·g J:eeture =•=ll:__ _ __J 
, 
' 
• You must have verifi· 
able employment that 
begins within 120 days 
of your qualifying vehi· 
cle purchase at a salary 
sufficient to cover ordi· 
nary living ~penses and 
your vehicle payment. 
• 
• Your credit record, if 
vou have one, must indi· 
cate payment made as 
ag1ecd. 
•• 
Ford Truck: Aerostar, 
Bronco II, Ranger, 
F-150 & F-250 
• 
• 
If a vehicle is not in 
dealer stock, it must 
be ordered by June 1, 
1986. Delivery of all 
.. vehicles must be taken 
by August 31, 1986. 
' 
For complete details on 
how to get vour $400 
plus pre-approved credit, 
call the toll.f1ec number 












"Track Te am St r.i des for Perfection 
- , . - . 
.. 
Bisonette s Seek A Win · 
. . ' 
John Mitchell 
Hilltop Staff R~por1er 
With the f\'ICn's and women's track 
teams both coming of( very suc-
cessful indoor campaigns in which six 
of the females qualified for the 
the door open. Many coaches make 
a mistake by naming th~ir teams t90 
early and as a result lhe1r top ranked 
runners begin to slack up. We believe 
in leaving the door open to all of our 
runners,'' said Multrie. 
NCAA Championships both teams Setting the pace for the men will be 
. arc heading into the outdoor season senior captain Donald Battle . 
: riding the crest of an intan&ible but Another senior who should be in.-
: impartant clcmcnt--momcntum. strumcntal to the progress of the 
. - . 
: With - each indoor meet, Coach team should be Ralph Gomes. Bat-
' William Moultrie noticed improve- tie and Gomes should be joined by 
; ment in his teams that waS a direct juniors Padget Spencer, Randolph 
: result of the dedication displayed by Chadwick and Anthony Scott as 
: his athletes. Now within the next 30 membets of the traveling team. Lonel 
: days, Moultrie believes that ~he teams Johns0n7 a sophomore, has been 
: will be peaking at just the right time. coming around and he also appcus 
, to have a good shot at making the 
: ''The team is very competi!ivc in team. 
· the last couple of months and 1f they 
: keep this up, we should be just right A pleasant surprise to the track 
· by the time that the relays (Peng1 team has been the emergence of some 
come around,'' said Moultrie. outstanding freshman talent. John 
·1 Branch, who finished the cross coun-
Unlikc many other coaches, try season as the team's number one 
·Moultrie docs not designat~ his run- seed has the opportunity to con-
: n'ers as number one, number two, etc. tribute in many events ranging from 
: Instead he prefers to leave spots open the fovr by..two hundred meters to . 
* or grabs because of the.competitive the two mile relay. Curtis Chappel 
-atmosphere created by this t'ype of has already made the mile relay team 
· situatiori. anti is a gifted sprinter. Rodney 
''We have a good idea who our Re~ls. Philson Lcscott and Sebas-






and they are all'freshmen. 
• 
This year in the MEAC the men's 
team will be ch•sina def~.~, 
pion South Carolina State. 
In the .words of Coach Moultrie, 
the women's team has done an 
''outstanding'' job in cross country 
and during the indoor season. Six 
members of the team, whoin 
Moultrie refers to as the ''six pack,'' 
qualified for the NCAA indoor 
championship held in Oklahoma Ci-
ty and they make up the foundation 
of the team. 
Tcarli caPtiin Brenda Bailey was 
one of the qualifiers in the long' jump 
and has taken part in the champion-
ships in all four. years that she has 
been at Howard. In this, her senior 
year she will bC a very valuable leader 
for the women. ~ 
Teresa Allen also qualified for the 
championships in the long jump for 
the third time in her career and the 
junior frolllNo.nh Carolina definite-
ly figures into the womens program 
as both a runner and a ,jumper, as 
does Bailey . ..t 
The ~ women's mile relay, team 





. - -~..Uan ·oo ~'" "· '· 'N~l1op £··« Pho·o1·•pb•• . -
Mitchell Smith, shortslop, takes a strike i11 one of H.U: s two losses (5-4 and 7-3) to George ~ason on March 2l. 
LS p ring Road Trip 
Proves ·Succe·ssful for 
• 
( 
the BasebaJJ, Team 
Darren Price 
Hilltop Staff. Reporter 
The game of baseball is a two way 
street. Pitchers can thfOw strikes and 
hitters can hit air, or pitchefs can 
throw balls and hitters can knowck 
the cover off of the . ball. If the 
Howard Bison can pitch arid hit 
solidly through the 1986 schedule 
then they may he on their way to 
Omaha. Nebraska for the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
play-offs . . 
-So far, the Bison have compiled a 
record of 12-8 which Head Coach 
c;:huck Hinton likes . 
"We . were victimized bv bad 
weather. but we beat two !!.ood 
,·teams, Tfze Citadel and Arm-
strong. " 
. 
- ''I am pleased at this point about 
the season," Hinton said . ''We are 
pitching and hitting well, but we are 
not playing defense like we are 
capable of playing . .'' 
Baseball (Home) 
On their spring road trip in March, 
Howard won eight games and lost 
three games. Some of the teams they 
defeated are Bethun-Cookman, Amt· 
strong St ., The Citadel, and Fort 
Valley St . ·- - _ 
''We-Played real well," said Coach 
Hinton. ''We were victimized by bad 
we at her, but we also beat two-good 
teams, The Citadel and Armstrong. 
We lost games to Nonh Carolin A&T 
and St. Augustine because of poor 
defense. '' · 
Glen Abraham, pitcher, also 
thinks the team played well, but two 
factors caused the team to lose a 
game. ''Poor base running and poor 
hitting · caused us to lose to North 
Carolina A&T." said Abraham. 
After thC team returned from their 
r6ad trip they were defeated by the 
Patriots of George Mason in a dou-
ble header, 5-4 and 7-3. On Tuesday, 
March 25 , the Bison dropped a dou-
ble header to the University of 
Delaware (7-2 and 11-10), and on 
Sunday, March 30, they defeated 
-Virginia State University. The Bison 
also lost to nationally ranked Old 
Dominion 4-3 on Tuesday, April 1. 
Howard will face the Bears of 
Morgan State University tomorrow at 
I :00 p.m. at Banneker Field. 
1986 Spring Sports S<iieilu1i 
i 
Solid Hitting 





Hilltop Staff Reporter 
• 
The Howard Bison baseball tea~ 
chalked-up two victories against St . 
Augustine, IS~ and 12,2, last Thurs-
day at Banneker Field. 
Right fielder Glen Abraham led the 
Bison With solid hitting in the first 
game and David White led the Bison 
with strong • pitching. 
Abraham hit three home runs, one 
of them an inside-the-park home run 
which propelled Howard to a 9-2 lcad 
in the bottom of the third inning. Se-
cond baseman Tony Mack and first 
basemcan James Barnes also hit a 
home runs . 
David White threw three of his 
eight strikeouts in the top of th~ sixth 
inning when the Falcons trailCd by 
seven points (13-6). 
Early in the second game Howard 
struggled to hit the ball, while St. 
Augustine took a 2-1 lead. However, 
center fielder Gary Hayles started 
Howard's seven run rally when he hit 
a double to left field in the fourth in-
ning. The Bison wrapped up the 
game in the fifth inning when they 
scored four additional runs. 
Pitcher Glen Abraham went the 
distance improving Howard's record 
·to 10-5 and St. Augustine fell to 
10-lQ, 
Men's Teanls (Home) 
Aprll 5 ~oraan St.* 





April 6 Vlrpnla Union 







19 Umiv. of Maryland Eastern Shore* 
27 Delaware State• 
' 
*Do•hle lletlden ( 




April 4 American Unlveristy 










iophomores, Connie Hitchcock, Tesa . 
Robinson, Janice Kelly and freshman 
Cindy Ford, rounds out the indoor 
championship qualifiers. Co-captain 
Latrcse Todd will contribute to the 
effort by participating in the 
intermediate-hurdles, two mile relay 
and 800-meter run. 
Bccause'\;iof the talent that is in 
front of{ them, Moultrie has 
categorized sophomores 1 ackic 
Blackwell, Ruth Oottcn and Charlene 
Jackson as having an ''outside'' 
chance at making the team. 
The women's team has Moultrie 
very excited· at what they might be1 
able to achieve this year . 
"These girls are good. They are 
very coachablc, they have great at-
titudes and they arc great com-
. pctitors," he said . 
Moultrie had high praise for the 
co-captains of the women's team in 
particular. 
· ''It has been a short four years for 
Todd and Bailey because whenever 
your athletes have an excellent at · 
titude the time is short, but when they 
are a pain in the tail it seems like a 
lifetime.'' he said. 
I 
Darlene Ellis 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The Howard Women's ·Tennis 
Team is young, · but it is steadily 
growing. Last season the team only 
played one match, and in this their 
second.season, they lost their second 
match to the Colonials of George 
Washington last Wednesday at Ban-
neker Tennis Court. 
Annette Dawson (1-1) and Judith 
Penny (1,1) were the two bright spots 
on the team. Dawson, a senior· won 
two of her three matches (+6, 6-0, 
and 6-4) and Penny, a sophomore 
won both of her matches (6-4 and 
6-3). 
''The key to my winning was be-
ing consistent and patient,'' said 
~awson_:_''l didn't know how to play 
with the winO.Once I learned how to 
deal with the wind, I used it to my 
advantage. 
Pearl McLeod, the number one 
player on the team lost her matches 
(2-6 and 1-.6). Judith Penny and her 
doubles partner, junior, Heidi Lin-
zua, (0-2) lost their doubles match 
(7 -6 and 6-7) which was not 
completed. 
''We are . playing hard,'' said 
.sophomore Jill Woods. ''We are new 
Bison Notes 
' :- . 
' 
' 
and _ajj~tle' inexocriericed. '' _ 
• 
''Each mat~h I see the in~ in-
creases,'"" }&ld Coach Strickland. , 
''They are getting ·a clear undCrit&n-
ding of what they need to do to · 
become winners, but we're not fun-
damentally soun<! yet.'' 
Currently, none of the women 
players are on scholarship,,I?_!.!!_ as 9! i 
next year there will be scliolarships; 
for women on par~ty with m~n: . ! 
Coach Strickland said that com- · 
peting agai"M.;·tbsif ,teammatcs or any I 
other potential applicants along with , 
their dedication and their will to do I 
what it takes to win is, '1'the type of 
attitude I want on my team.'' 
As for Jill Woods,· she\- poten, 
tial for the Bisonnettes. 111 think we 
may be able to win the first round of 
the MEAC (Mid,Eastern Athletic 
Conference Title),'' she said. 
The Biso!!l!,el~,)\'ill face America,n 
University t9<f·ay. 1\Jthough Coach 
Strickland hasn't been able to scout 
AU's team, he said he always enters 
a match with a pdsitive attitude. The 
Bisonnettes record is currently 0-2 . 
Bisonette center Darlene Beale has 
been named University Player of the 
Year by the Black Collegiate Sports 
Information Directors of America 
(BCSJDA). Beale Is the second 
leading rebounder in the nation. Van-
nessa Graham, a Bisonette guard, 
rttelved honorable mention. 
has resigned to pursue other profes- Such as Arizona, 1$fadlef). Brtabam 
sional opportunities. 1 Young, Cleveland State, Louisiaas 
Tom Seward, offensive line coach State, Memphis State, Michigan, 
for the Howard football team for six Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Temple, 
years has resigned to fill the same Texas Christian, Nevada-Las Vea,u, . 
position at the University of Nevada- Villanova, Virginia, and Western 
Las Vegas. Kentucky will play In the 
The men's basketball team has · tournam·ent. 1 
Darren Mills, a graduate assistant 
and defensive line coach for the 
Howard football team for two years 
been selected to play in the Big Ap- The Howard Intramural Basket-
pie National Invitation Tournament ball Tournament will be held at Burr 
next October. Othe.r talented teams Gymnasium from A.l,ril 7-9. 
THE J.985·86 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS COMMITTEE 
WISHiS TO _ THANK . THE FOLLOWING 
PERSO~ FOR·MAKING THIS YEAR'S . 
ELECTJONS . A . SUCCESS: 
-l . 
Mr. Raymond Archer, III, Director of Shdent Activities 
- { . - --
Mr. Vincent Johns, Dean for Student Life and Activities 
Mr. Jonathan Matthews, Buslneu Mana1er, Hilltop 





Blackburn Cente~ - . _ - . _ · _ .. ::_:- _ _ _: 
Mr. Bryant T. Moore, President, HUSA 
Dr. O even D. Nichols, Vice Presld,nt for Administration 
and Secretaey of the Unlversltt · . . 
Mr. Paul A. Scott, Vice-President, HUSA 
The Pollworkers · 
The Residence Hall Dormltoey Councils 
The Student Councils 
Snyder fl Sons Votln1 Machine Rental 
- ·- I All Volunteers . 
. 
AND VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO 
• • 
Be11·nda H. Li1htioot, Associate, Director oi Stu· 
dent Activities··a very special lady!!! 
\ 
MAY GOD BLESS YOU ALL!!! 
• 
·• "'so ,,,. IN'?'Ar~ ~ •• ., ••< 
,. '&kP ?_,,,~,.D 
• ~·v?/ztwi:r,.,,,,,.. 
,. ,.llfSMltdJ 
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Oeneral 
SUMMER POSITIONS WITH THE 
UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
Tutor ·counselors arc needed for a 6 
week residentW pre-<:Ollege program. 
Tutoring, counseling, and supervis-
i111 high school students . " 
-Sophomore or hiaher classification 






$1,000 plus room and board (con· 
tigcnt upon federal funding). June 
23 1986 - August 2, 1986. Must be av~lablc for training during the 
period of June l~ to June 20. Ap-
plications are available from the Up-
ward Bound office - Room 201, 
Carnegie. Deadline: April 9, 1986. 
' 
A TIENTION Pl SIGMA ALPHA 
members, there will be an important 
meeting Monday, March 31, 1986 at 
4:30 P .M. in room B-21 Douglass. 
The upcoming induction ceremony 
will be discussed. 
ATIENTION! The Howard Univer-
sity Baptist Student Union meets 
every Wednesday at 5:15 pm in the 
Andrew Rankin Chapel. All 
members are urged to attend. ALL . 
NEW MEMBERS ARE 
WELCOME! COME AND PRAISE 
• THE LORD! 
ATTENTION! The National Socie-
ty of Black Engineers is having a 
GENERAL BODY MEETING this 
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the 
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM. 
All engineering students arc en-
couraged to attend . 
INTERESTED IN A BIOMEDICAL 
RESEARCH .CAREER??? THEN, 
THE MARC HONORS 
UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING 
PROGRAM IS FOR YOU. PAR-
TICIPANTS ARE PROVIDED 
WITH A 12-MONTH STIPEND OF 
$3,900, TUl'f.ION AND REGULAR 
FEES, A TRAVEL ALLOWANCE 
OF $500 TO A TIENDA PROFES-
SIONAL MEETING, AND 
MODEST SUPPORT FOR 
RESEARCH MATERIALS. 
SO pH OMO RE LEVEL 
STUDENTS MAJORING . IN 
· BOTANY / MICROBIOLOGY , 
CHEMISTRY, MATHEMATICS, 
PHYSICS, PSYCHOLOGY, OR 
ZOOLOGY WHO HAVE A GPA 
OF 3.0 OR ABOVE.AND WILL BE 
BEGINNING THE JUNIOR YEAR 
OF STUDY IN AUGUST OF THE 
NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR ARE 
ELl(,JIBLE J'OR THE PRQQ_RAM. 
APPLICATION FORMS MAY BE 
OBTAINED FROM THE 
DEPARTMENT OF BOTONY, 
ROOM 134 EE JUST HALL (DR. 
FREDERICK) OR THE OFFICE 
. OF THE DEAN, ROOM 101, 
LOCKE HALL, (DR. LEE OR MS. 
BETHEA) DEADLINE FOR 
RECEIPT OF ALL APPLICA-
TIONS, APRIL 15, 1986. 
Atiention students with some 
knowledge of layout designing and 
public relations skills: 
A campus organization is looking for 
someone to work in its PR depart-
ment . This position.does require that 
you reside in the Washington 
metropolitan area during the summer 
, and it does pay: For more details and 
otherinformation, contact Robert 
Frelow at 636-04ll ~r stop by Carver 
Hal.I, room I IO. J 
WANTED: PEACE CORPS 
RECRUITER 
Applications are being accepted fof 
the position of Graduate Level Peace 
Corps Recruitment Co-ordinator. 
Responsibilities include serving as a 
.COME PARTY CALIFORNIA university-wide information resource 
STYLE! Friday April 4th at the Club for per.sons interested in Peace Corps 
House.$2 for Californians and $3 for' Volunteer work and to identify pro-
students with college ID. The party spective volunteers qualified for and 
starts at 11 p.m. and won't stop un- seeking International experience. 
tit 5 a:m. BE THERE OR BE Qualifications include: 
SQUARE! · I. Returned Peace Corps Volunteer -
. A MUST! . , . 
The W<?ffiC!I . ~f the Seymour 2. Current graduate student status at 
Fellowsh1p will JOtn the women of the . Y.oward University 
New Covenant Church for a lively,. ' . iuccessful candidate will receive a 
delicious breakfast at. Duff's ~raduate sludent stipend and tui-
Restaurant, New Hampshire Ave., .ion/ fees allowance. Please call Dr. 
Sat., April 5 at 11 :00 a .m. (in .place Linus· A. Hoskins, School of Human 
of our 9:00 a .m . ... breakfast at Ecology, Howard University for 
Seymour House.) Featured speaker more information, (202) 636-7603. 
will be our Own dynainic Betty Lan-
caster Short. Join Us! Questions, 
232-5918. Bring money for restaurant 
brunch (approx. Sii .00). 
• 
Are you new co the city? Arc you 
without a church home? While in this 
arc\!., you• are invited to attend 
Gunfield Baptist Church, 1023 Otis 
Street, N .E. for worship, scriptural 
teaching, Christian endeavor , 
fellowship, and pastoral care. Con-
. tact the church for bus pick-up. Rev. 
E. Sutton, pastor . Telephone 
526-2166 or 773- 1803 . • 
20 Percen1 Discount 
Tuesday & Wednesdays 
New Attitude FOr Spring 
Unisex Curls & Styles by 
BENA 
Cosmotologist 
4807 Georgia Ave. N.W. 
Washington, 0.C. 20011 
722-0675 
CONFERENCE ON STUDENTS 
RIGHTS TO BE HELD AT 
HOWARD 
The D.C. Office of Human Rights 
and the U.S. Office of Civil Rights 
will prescn.t a miniconfercncc on stu-
dent rights, April IO from 2:30 to . 
5:30p.m . iri the auditorim of the 
Howard University School of Social 
Work, 601 Howard Placc, .N.W .. 
The discussions Will cover discrimina-
tion in employment, financial aid 
housing and services for uriivcrsitY 
students, as well as sexual harrass-
ment . The P.ublic is invited. 
Fpr information about attending call 
636-7000 • 
ATTENTION ALL .LIBERAL 
ARTS STUDENTS: 
The 'Executive Board of the liberal 
Arts..,Student Council is reviewing ap-
plications for the positions of ex-
ecutive staff members, class officers, 
and class representatives. You may 
pick up your application from 
William Jones in the HUSA office 
(Rm. 102 Blackburn Center) The 
deadline to turn in the application is 
Wednesday, April 9. Become an ac-
tive part of your student government. 
• 




-Income Tax Prcparatiqn 
-Reuonable Rates 
Call (301) S88-2677 and 
Let the B.O.S.S. Do It! 
Two female students to share 
bedroom and large porch area bath 
& kitchen, W/D, N.W. area, on 5th 
St. bus line. Call: Mrs. Cunningham 
after 5pm, ' 723-6369 
One Bedroom ApartmCnt for Rent 
(Newly Renovated) 1 
335 Elm Street, N.W . 
Jnclu.dcs: Washer, · 
Dishwasher, etc. 
Dryer , 
Contact : Preston 265-2535 
- . 
Positions are available for the 
1986-87 Bison Yearbook ·staff. Ap-
plications are ava'ilabl1in Rm . G-06 
or 115 Blackburn Cenle , and ,are due 
on Friday April 4th in Rm. 117 
Blackburn Center by 5:00 p.m. 
Models needed for a major Howard 
University Production. 
All interested models should contact 
our ca:mpus representatives Deon 
Levingston at 789-8083 or Herb Long 
at 636-2595 . 
If you think you got the looks we 
need call. us-Contact our Campus 
Rcprcsen~ativcs Deon at 789-8083 or 
Heil> Long at 636-2529. 
Phi Beta Lambda will be meeting 
Tuesday April 8, 1986 at 5:00 p.m. 
in Room · 216 of the School ·.of 
Business. Nominations will take place 
at this meeting of i mpOrtance. 
STUDENTS-FACULTY, Top Prices 
paiO for used and unwanted tex-
tbooks with resale market value. 
- - . -
Tim Jones, TAJ Book Service 772 -
0701. Support A Student Enterprise. 
Anyone interested in applying for a 
H .U.S.A. staff or committee position 
with the Alston/ Brooks Coalition 
can pick up an application and return 
it between Fri . April 4 and Wed April 
9 in room 102 Blackburn Center. 
The Sp&rt~cus Youth LcagUe wili 
hold a class ''The .Defeat of Black 
Reconsttuction and the Rise of Jim 
Crow'' on April 10, 7:30 p.m. in 
Douglass 126. The class is the second 
in the series ''Black History and the 
Class Struggle'' 
• 
Liberal Ans Weck Is Comi111 April 
14-20! Sign up in the liber.al Ans Of-
fice, room 108 Blackburn or call 
636-7009/ 10 for funher details . 
AITENTION STUDENTS IT'S 
FINALLY HERE!!··-AMATEUR 
NIGHT IN THE' PUNCHOUT 
WILL BE HE\f ON SATURDAY, 
APRIL 5TH T 4:00 P.M. 1.0 
REQUIRED. 
. . 
Pany with Slowe Hall 
At Crystal Skate 3132 Branch Ave. 
Marlow Heights Md. Sat. April 5, 
1986 
IO p.m.-3 a.m. 
Celebrating Residence Halls Week 
1986. Dance or mingle inthe party at-
mosphere of the isolated dance floor 
or try yourself on the roller skating 
floor. Bus transportation provided. 
Tickets available at Cramton 
Auditorium $6.00 with. trnasporta-
tion $5.00 without transportation. 
For more information call 63~7173 
or 636-7382 
Slowe Hall ---Officially beains 
Residence Halls Week. Be There!!! 
ATTENTION : 
The General Body of the NAACP 
will meet We<Jnesday, April l in 
Douglass 116, at 7:00 p.m.· Elections 
will be held . 
. 
A TIENTION ORGANIZATIONS ! 
If you turned in you NAACP peli· 
tions to rename a building, please 
submit it to the Office of Student Af-
fairs by April 2. For more info .. call 
Kenneth Hawley at 636-03 )1 or 
254-8294. 
COME PARTY CALIFORNIA 
' STYLE! Friday April 4th at the Club 
Housc.$2 for Californians and $3 for 
students with college ID. The party 
starts at 11 p.m. and wont stop until 
5 a.m. BE THERE OR BE 
SQUARE! 
The women of the Seymour 
Fellowship will join the womenof the 
New Covenant Church for a lively; 
delicious breakfast at Duff's 
Restaurant, New Hampshire Ave_., 
Sat., April 5 at 11 :00 a.m. (in place 
· of our 9:00 a.m. breakfazt at 
Seymour House.) Featured speaker 
will be our own dynamic Betty Lan-
caster Short. Join Us! Questions, 
232-5918. Bring money for restaurant 




This is to wish you a happy belated 
birthday. Also thanks for being there· 
when I needed you. 
LOVE YA ALWAYS MS. SICKIE 
• 
To Mr. Revolutionist Fickling-Finley 
In order to create a change you must 
be a_ strong, positive · and CO.\'IS-
CIENTIOUS MAN. Unfortunately 
you don't exhibit these qualities . So 
a word of advice ''It's time for a 
change! Watch your step because yoU 
are· walking on thin lee'' 
THE EQUALIZER 
3-A-86 AKA!!! 
Congratulations to Jennifer Haley 
from tv.·o of your friends who knew 
you could do it and think you deserve 
. I ~. 
love, Tracie and Pam 
- - -
- -
Since so many of you decided to 
pledge and I did not want to leave 
anyone out, congratulations to ALL 
the neophytes and remember the 
founding principles of your respective 
orgnizations ... With love, peace, and 
friendship in min.d, The General. 
TO: L.W. 
I know that this isn't being very 
discreet, but I just had to let you 
know that I think you're adorable 
and sweet. We inet at awkward tinies 
during you time of need. Now that 
it 's over, it would be nice to get to · 
kno\Y you better. 
Signed , ''The Midnight Money 
Giver" ($40.00) 
The Alston/ Brooks Coalition would 
like to thank each and everyone who 
supported us throughout the cam-
paign. Thanks Y'ALL! ... And we 
hope that you will continue to active-




To Btent and siamey 
. C•aratulation1 to two of · m>-
fa1!llrile men on H1U. campus. I hope 
Alpha Phi Aieha will be as good to 
you as you will be to it. 
LOVE YOUR HOMEGIRL!!I . 
To the Auspicious 38 
I know mine was a face seldom seen 
but I tried I\ard to make my presence 
always felt. I love you all with all my 
heart-best wishes as you begin you 
lifetime commitment, 
T.T.B.O.D. 20-A-85 Spec K.C.-
What words can I use ... ...... . 
To my ''prophytc' 1 sorors (once and 
twice over-smile!) . . 
I may not have always been what you 
expected but I've earnestly tried to 
uph9ld the ideals of Delta "through 
love, ''true sisterhood, and a bond 
that will never pan .... '' Couldn't love 
you more ..... 
T.T.B.O .D. 20-A-85 
• 
Congratulations to the new men of 
Omega Psi Phi, espeeially 9-86-A, 
16-86-A, 17-86-A, and that jammin 
number 201 I knew you would do it! 
Love ya much 20-A-il5 
Yealang, Darla, Tamiko, Deneen, 
Dori, Shana, and Terry 
I used to think we chose our friends 
but now I know that's not true, for 
none but God could have chosen 
friends as wond.crful as you. You 
JI.ave made my four years worth the 
.....While. What more can I possibly say? 
The love and friendship· I feel for you 
goCs beyond words arid be · er last 
forever. I love you with all m heart! 
Always, ''Duck Butter'' 
To Donna, • 
Happy 19th today! Congratulations! 
Thank you for making my 19th bir-
thday so special . YQu deserve a 
wonderful day . Keep up that Aries 
spirit! 
Lave, Deanna 
A special thanks for helping with 
ACCENT: . 
Miriam, Reggie, John, Grace, Bever~ 
ly, Dana, Suzie, Carla, Onimi, Tracy, 
Eleanor, Sam, Rochelle, Dwayne, 
Richard, Shaun, Gail, June, Terri . 
and j'Ruth. '' 













TotheIOthlt gathered at 1718~ on 
Easter Sunday: 
To laugh, joke, cry, and pray 
amGngst true friends was an en-
joyable blessing. And we arc blessed 
to have each other as life long 
friends. 
I LOVE YOU ALL DEARLY!!! 
They c,11 me Shcna.e __ . 
' 
Congratulations Brent (l-B-86) and 
Stan (6-B-86). You have fulfilled one 
of your many wishes. Keep on 
progrcssing . .. lrv 
Miss Jill Louis: You are certainly 
''Pretty in Pink~'' You have proven 
through your perseverance that you 
are worthy of being ' a membcrr of 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
It's now official, •o WEAR IT 
, WELL ... 
Traci Scott you have made it through 
and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
lnc.,Alpha Chapter could not have 
made a better choice! ''Powdered 
Donuts'' 
• 
CongratulationS to the 38 new 
members of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., 
Alpha Chapter (a public service 
sorority)! The Delta Beau Court 
Congratulations on your best 
achievement yet to the 38 ladies who 
are most definitely' ' Pretty in Pink'' 
(and green)! • 
Beta Chapter 
To the new brothers of the 
distinguished Beta chapter, welcOme 
to Alphadom. The road was long and 
hard but you will undoubtedly by 
rewarded far beyond your immediate 
imaginations. Although I was not 
present to share your journey in 
body, I was there in spirit. Continue 
to uphold the light of Alpha as it will 
bring you joy, knowledge, and in-




I will like to thank Linda J . Jeffer-
son for sending my Lost Residential 
Alien card to the lmmigration ' and 
Naturalization office. Please call me. 
Johnis A . Wilson. (332-5832) 
;I 
EA 
FOR THE SERIJUS S 
" oM!i . 
No matter what you bear me say to 
other people I'll always love you. 111 
WAS FANTASTIC! 
HAF · 
CONGRATULATIONS. TO ALL 
NEWLY ELECTED STUDENT · 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS: 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORK-
ING WITH YOU OVER THE SUM-
MER AND HA YING A PRODUC-
TIVE 86-87 SCHOOL YEAR. 
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
L.A.S.C. • 
Congratulations SCOIT and JER-
RAD. PHI BETA SIGMA will never 
be the same. · From Vivian and 
Regina. 1 
What's Up Shorty? 
I was thinking about our convena-
tion Monday nia\tt and realized that 
I was right of course and you were 
wrong. I also realized that I would be 
the best thing that could ever happen 
to you. The only problem is that you 
don't realize it yet-BUT YOU 
WILL!!! 
MO-JO WOMAN 
To the models of "Eccenlficity": 
it's 3..lmost show time! Thanks so 
much for the hard work and commit· 
ment. It will all pay off. soon. Good 
luck and Break a leg ! 
From the Staff 
To the Staff of Eccentricity: 
Well gang it's almost over. I LOVE 
you all, and without you the show 
would not be a success . . Thank you 
for all your hard work, commitment 
and talents . 
Love Kim· 
UGSA Black Arts Festival Week 
Fashion Show! 
Praise the Lord! To Pastor Smith 
and the HU Baptist Student Union: 
Thank you for your tremendous Sup-
port and continued prayers. Birm-





















. . .·  (BASED ON AV . . 
• $25/PEliSON (1111111 On DDullll ~) 
' : .. I FOR TIE MONTH Of AP1a. 1986 
.: FIRST OOME - - - - - ARST SERVE 




I 'Ai:J taN TO SECURE YOOR ATIONS 
. . 
~ DETW CALL SALES/ OAU: (202) 462-5400{ 
' 
The cost to the Sludent will .be $2S.OO per person, bucd on double oc· 
cupancy, per nllht. ReterVations should be made in advance. Stud I Ill 
sfwdd prwt Vllld certifntc of rqistrltion and colieac I.D. upon arrival. 
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